Section 2 - Staff of the University

Council
Official Members
Chancellor
Willett, L J, AO

Vice-Chancellor
Goulter, Professor I C, BE Cant, MS PhD Ill

Head of Campus
The Heads of Campus serve on a rotational basis for a one-year term ending 30 June.
Battersby, Professor D A, MHEd NSW, PhD Walk

Presiding Officer, Academic Senate
Green, Professor D L, NDD DesRCA Lond

Parliamentary Members
One member of the Legislative Council elected by that Council
Catanzariti, The Honourable A, MLC

One member of the Legislative Assembly elected by that Assembly
Martin, G F, MP

Community Members
Four members nominated by the NSW Minister for Education and Training
(term to 30 June 2005)
Murphy, P A, BAgEc Syd
Wise, G A, BVSc Syd
(term to 30 June 2007)
Pitkin, K, BA Newcastle(NSW), DipEd Armidale,
GradCertActionLng WSyd
Macintosh, A I, BA ANU

Graduate Members
Four graduates of the University or its predecessor institutions nominated by the Council and appointed by the NSW Minister for Education and Training
(term to 30 June 2005)
Benedyka, S E, GDipBus CSTurt
Mahon, J K J, DipAgr WaggaAgrColl
(term to 30 June 2007)
Frangopoulos, A, BA MitchellCAE
Hanrahan, W T, BBus RiverinaCAE, BLegS Macq,
BRegS MSC Melb, FCPA, FCIS

Elected Members
Two members of the academic staff
Allen, R D, MA CalifState, EdPsychD SanFrancisco
Brennan, R E, AM, DipReadLang RiverinaCAE, BA Macq

One member of the general staff
Lawrence, B J, BA NE, GradDipPubPol Deakin,
PGDipCnflctMgt Macq, GradCertMgt CSTurt

One undergraduate student
Moon, L

One postgraduate student
Wright, N, BEd(Prim) CSTurt

Secretary
Burdack, M G, BA BLegS Macq

Regional Consultative Committees
From 2004, Campus Advisory Committees will be renamed Regional Consultative Committees and the membership for the Albury-Wodonga, Bathurst, Dubbo and Wagga Wagga campuses shall comprise the following members who will be appointed by the Council, on the recommendation of the Vice-Chancellor, pursuant to section 17 of the Act:
• The relevant Head of Campus (Presiding Member);
• Six members of the community nominated by the Vice-Chancellor;
• One member of the Council, who is neither a staff nor student member and who resides in, or has a close affinity with, the area in which the relevant campus is located.
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**Academic Senate**

**Presiding Officer**
Elected from the professoriate by the Academic Senate
Green, Professor D L, NDD DesRCA Lond

**Deputy Presiding Officer**
Elected from the professoriate by the Academic Senate
Smith, E, BA Keele, MA Lond, PhD TechnolSyd, GradDipVocEd&Train MBus C Sturt

**Ex Officio Members**

**Vice-Chancellor**
Goulter, Professor I C, BE Cant, MSc PhD Ill

**Deputy Vice-Chancellors**
Battersby, Professor D A, MMHEd NSW, PhD Waik
Chambers, Professor R C, BA PhD Syd

**Pro-Vice-Chancellor (Research and Graduate Training)**
Burnett, P C, DipT KelvinGroveCAE, DipAppPsych Flin, MEdSt Qld, PhD Ohio

**Deans of Faculty**
Gorman, Professor L, BA NE, GradCertMgmt WSyd, PhD Sus
Hicks, Professor J R, BCom DipEd MA Melb, PhD Massey
Meyenn, Professor R J, MEd Brist, PhD Aston
Burton, Professor M A, BScPhD NE, APSA
Pratley, Professor J E, BSc PhD NSW

**Executive Director, Library Services**
Oakley, S D, BA MMgt WAust, ALAA

**Director, Maldha Gilanna - Indigenous Education Unit**
Lawrence, B J, BA NE, GradCertMgmt CSSturt, GradDipPubPol Deakin, PGDipCnFlctMgt Macq

**Elected Members**
One academic staff member elected by each Faculty Board
Ritter, A L, Associate Professor, BA WAust, DipEd MA(Hons) NE, PhD Syd
Walker, Associate Professor G A, MCom DipEd NSW, PhD Macq
McKenzie, Associate Professor G H, DipEd BSc PhD Melb, ASBMB
Reid, Associate Professor J, BA DipEd Qld, GCertEd Ballarat, BEd PhD Deakin
Moffatt, Associate Professor S, BAppSc MitchellCAE, BSc Syd, DipEd STC, MEd Deakin, MODLAA

**Student Members**

**Postgraduate**
Gray, S, BA DipEd Monash, GDDE Melb, MSS RMIT

**Undergraduate**
Boxwell, S

**Secretary**
Bond, M E, BA Newcastle(NSW)

**Senior Officers of the University**

**Chancellor**
Willett, L J, AO

**Deputy Chancellor**
Macintosh, A I, BA ANU

**Vice-Chancellor**
Goulter, Professor I C, BE Cant, MS PhD Ill

**Deputy Vice-Chancellor, Administration and Head of Dubbo Campus**
Battersby, Professor D A, MHEd NSW, PhD Waik

**Deputy Vice-Chancellor, Academic**
Chambers, Professor R C, BA PhD Syd

**Presiding Officer, Academic Senate and Head of Wagga Wagga Campus**
Green, Professor D L, NDD DesRCA Lond

**Pro-Vice-Chancellor, Research & Graduate Training**
Burnett, Professor P C, DipAppPsych Flin, DipT KelvinGroveCAE, MEdSt Qld, PhD Ohio

**Executive Director, Division of Financial Services**
Hackett, J F, FCIM, FCIS, PNA

**Executive Director, Division of Human Resources**
Shaw, R L, GDipBusAdmin WAustIT, BBus RiverinaCAE, AFAHRI, CPA

† Denotes a member of staff employed part-time

Charles Sturt University
Staff of the Faculties

Faculty of Arts

Dean of Faculty
Gorman, Professor L, BA NE, GradCertMgt WSyd, PhD Sus

Sub-Dean, Graduate Training
Molloy, F C, BA Belfast, MA Syd, PhD NUI

Sub-Dean, Psychology
Bradley, Professor B S, MA Oxon, PhD Edin, MAPS, MBPsS

Sub-Dean, Research
McLean, D A, BA PhD Syd

Sub-Dean, Teaching & Learning
Layton, Associate Professor C A, BA
UnivCollWales, MAdEd PhD TechnoiSyd

Adjunct Professors
Helsel, S, AADipl AA, MArch RMIT
Shapiro, B, BFA Cal., MFA Iowa, PhD QldUT

Adjunct Associate Professor
Treseder, R G, DipIndDes RMIT, BEd GradDipTRP Melb, MA PhD Wis

Adjunct Senior Lecturers
Casey, P J, STL CatholicInstSyd, MA PhD Newcastle(NSW), MAPS
McLachlan, R C D, MA Alta, PhD ANU
Wilson, R L, BSc(Hons) DipEd MEd Belfast

Adjunct Lecturers
Blacklow, N M, BA PhD CSturt
Franks, W E, BA Syd, MEd Birm, MLitt NE
Hickman, P J, GradDipMgt Macq, MPubPol&Admin CSturt
Jorgensen, J
Kelly, B M, DipT CathTeachColl, BA NSW
Mckinnon, J G, BSW NSW, MScWk CSturt
Parle, M D, BSocSci BA(Hons) NE, MPsych NSW
Puckett, A F, DipMentalHlth LSE, MBIM
Whittenbury, K L, MLitt NE, BA RiverinaMurrayIHE, PhD CSturt

Adjunct Research Fellow
Selby, J M, MA(Hons) StAnd, PhD Cantab

Faculty Executive Officer
Doubleday, R W S, BA RiverinaMurrayIHE, GDipEd CSturt

Secretary
Salmon, M J

Australian Centre for Christianity & Culture

Executive Director
Haire, Professor I J M, KSJ, MA Oxon, PhD Birm, HonDD Belfast, HonDUniv Griff

Centre Manager
Ledger, C F, BSc ANU, BSc(Hons) Mord, MScSoc NSW, PhD CSturt

Programs Manager
Pitman, J L, BA(Hons) Adel

Office Assistant
McDonell, K A

Australian Graduate School of Policing

Head, AGSP
...

Professor
†Palmer, M J

Senior Lecturers
Bide, A S, BSocSc MBA SCross, LLB(Hons) GDipLegalPrac Bond
Casey, J P, BA BSocWk Syd, MPA CUNY, PhD UAB
Mills, B K, LLB NSW, GDipLegalPrac TechnoiSyd, ADipJusticeAdmin MitchellCAE
Mitchell, M C, MSc Calg, MA(Hons) PhD Glas, CPsychol(UK)

Lecturer
Trolymowych, D L, BA WOnt, MSc NorthEastern, GradCertUnivTeach&Learn CSturt
Walsh, P, BA MSocSc Qld

Adjunct Lecturer
Rogers, T J

School Administrative Assistant
Murphy, E M, BA GradDipEd NE

School of Communication

Head of School
Watson, Associate Professor T A, BA NSW, DPhil NottTrent

Adjunct Professor
†Sumner-Potts, J D, BA NE

Adjunct Senior Lecturer
†Cook, I

Associate Professor
Carroll, J, BA NE, MEd PhD Newcastle(UK)
Staff of the University

Senior Lecturers
Alexander, D M, LLB Otago, MA CSturt
Blakie, W D, DipMimeComedy Dell’Arte, MA NSW, MA Syd
McCulloch, R W, GradDipMkt CSturt
McGillion, C J M, BA MA(Hons) Syd

Lecturers
Boland, G F, DipMimeComedy Dell’Arte, MA CSturt
Cameron, D J, MA(Hons) Wgong, BA MitchellCAE
Denyer-Simmons, P, BA MitchellCAE, GradCertComm MA CSturt
Dillon, H J, BA NE
Fell, B G, MA(Hons) Wgong, BA MitchellCAE
†Hibbert, Z A, BA MitchellCAE
Maxwell, D C
Scholes, A V, G DipDramArt NIDA, MA NSW, BA Grad DipMag MitchellCAE
Spence, E H, BA(Hons) Syd
Van Heekeren, B, BA Grad DipMkt CSturt

Associate Lecturers
†Nankervis, K B, Grad Cert Writing Technol Syd, BA
†Van Heekeren, M A, BA MitchellCAE

Technical Officers
Clulow, G W
Glen, P A, BA CSturt
Shead, K S, BCA Wgong
Sweetnam, G B

Administrative Officer
Pascoe, V R

School Secretary
†Merton, W J

School of Humanities & Social Sciences

Head of School
Collingridge, Associate Professor M J, DipContEd NE, LLB Brist

Professor
Alston, M M, B Soc Stud Syd, MLitt NE, PhD NSW, GDipCompApp RiverinaMurrayIHE, MAASW

Associate Professors
Gray, I W, BA Macq, GDipRecPlan CanberraCAE, MA PhD ANU
Thompson, A P, BA(Hons) York(Can), MA PhD WOnt, MAPS

Senior Lecturers
Alexandra, A, BA MA Melb, BPhil Oxon

Lecturers
Barber, N G, BA Riverina Murray IHE, M Child & Adolesc Welf CSturt
Bartun, H M, BA BSocWk Grad Cert Bus Admin
M Human Serv Mgt CSturt, AASW
Chittleborough, P, BA(Hons) PhD Adel
Clarke, S P, BA Melb, PhD Monash
Connors, J R, BA DipEd MLitt NE, MA Qld
Crosier, A J, DipEd Psych MA Monash, B Behav Sc LaTrobe
Cumes, G M, BA NE, LLB Syd, LLM NSW
Ferrari, C E, BA(Hons) PhD Monash
Giorgas, D, BA(Hons) Flin, PhD ANU
Lemmon, A J, MA Aberd, MSocSc CSturt
Matthews, S C, BA(Hons) PhD Monash
Mieke, S H E, B Ad Ed MA M Com WSyd
Moore, E G, BSW La Trobe, B Soc Sc NE, MA NSW, M Legal Studies TechnolSyd
Muenstermann, I K, BA(Hons) Adel, PhD Flin
Osborn, L G, BSW NSW, Dip Tert Ed PhD NE
Overton, N G, Dip Art & Design MFA VCA
Patrick, K J, B App Sc PhillipIT, B App Sc(Hons) Grad Dip Psych Stud PhD Deakin
Segal, A P M, BA W Aust, PhD Cantab
Shankar, J, MA Tatal Inst Soc Scis, M Phil NIMHANS, PhD Syd
Smyth, T R, MA Flin, PhD Adel
Taylor, A T, BA PhD Syd
Wood, S G, Dip T Syd, MA CSturt
Wyatt, D L, BA PhD Flor

Associate Lecturers
†Bell, K J, BA La Trobe, BSW Melb
†Logan, J C, GDipIM NSW, BA CSturt
Moore, M, BSocSc CSturt
Vagg, S R, BA B Com LLB(Hons) Qld

School Administrative Officers
Cox, A F W, B Bus CSturt
Ward, R J, BA Grad Dip Ed CSturt

School of Policing Studies

Head of School
Green, Associate Professor T A, MA Northumbria

Associate Professor
Layton, C A, BA Univ Coll Wales, MA Ed PhD Techno Syd

† Denotes a member of staff employed part-time

Charles Sturt University
Senior Lecturers
Cartner, G A, BA CQld, MEEdSt Qld
Guy, A B, BAdEd Canberra,
GradCertUnivTeach&Learn MEd CSTurt
†Roberts, P, BA(Hons) ANU, GradDipAppPsych
MAppSc Canberra
Woolston, R, MAdEd TechnolSyd, BScSc CSTurt

Lecturers
Bird, G, ADipT Hull
†Bushell, C
†Coleman, S, BA(Hons) Macq, PhD Monash
Corbo Crehan, A E, PhD Melb
Ivanoff, P G, GradCertPolMgt CSTurt
Lee, M J, LLB TechnolSyd
Nixon, J D, DipTeach Kuring-gaiCAE, BAdEd TechnolSyd
Stacey, H L, BSc Herts
Stefanovic, M D, BA Monash, GDipOrgBehav SwinburneUT, MA Exe, LLM Sus
†Summers, L F, BA CSTurt
Wooden, K R, BPoliceing
GradCertUnivTeach&Learn MSocSc CSTurt

Executive Officer
Ward, G P

Administrative Officer
Grady, E G, AssocDipAppSc CanberraIT

School of Social Sciences & Liberal Studies
Head of School
Ritter, Associate Professor A L, BA(Hons) WAust, DipEd MA(Hons) NE, PhD Syd, FHERDSA

Professors
Bradley, B S, MA Oxon, PhD Edin, MAPs, MBPsS
†Lupton, D A, BA LitB ANU, MPH PhD Syd
Marcus, J, BA(Hons) PhD Macq
Thomson, D M, BA Melb, LLB Monash, MA PhD Tor, FAPS

Associate Professors
Kiernan, M J, BSc MPsycho1(hons) PhD NSW, BTh Syd Theological Coll
Tyson, G A, MSc Natal, PhD Wits, MAPS

Senior Lecturers
Jennett, C, PhD NSW, GradCertUnivTeach&Learn CSTurt
Murrell, E R, BSc MPsycho1(hons) NSW, MAPs
Roufeil, L M, BA Wgong, PhD CSTurt, MAPs
Wallace, J E, BA Melb, DPhil Oxon

Lecturers
Allen, R D, MA CalifState, EdPsychD SanFrancisco, FAHRI, MAPs
Ambery, D A, BSocSci PhD WSyd
Bowen, M M, BPsycho1 BSc WAust, MPsycho1 PhD Syd
Bull, D W, MA Well
Covic, T, BA Macq, MA PhD Syd
Dryer, M R O, BSc(Hons) PhD Auck
Errington, W, BA(Hons) PhD WAust
Harris, J B, BA BA(Hons) PhD Newcastle(NSW)
Inglis, A L, BA BSpThy MSpThy Qld, MSc Lond, PhD Macq
Islam, M R, BA(Hons) MA Rajsh, PhD Brist, CPsychol, MAPs
Klettke, B, MA MSc PhD Memphis
Mallard, D, BSc PhD NSW
O’Carroll, J J, BA(Hons) BCom JamesCook, MA(Hons) Syd, PhD Murd
Palmer, L S J, BA PhD LaTrobe
Quartermaine, P J, BA Oxon, MSc Lond
Seymour, C A, BScrAdmin Flin, BSocSc SAustCAE, MSocSc CSTurt
Strelan, P G, BA(Hons) PhD Flin
Thompson, A E, BPsycho1(Hons) MSc DCP Syd

Associate Lecturers
Gibson, R J, BA LLB Macq
West, E, DipT NorthShore TC, AdvCertPersMgt NSWT AFE, BSc(Hons) Tas, BSocSc CSTurt

Administrative Officer
Drew, K

Technical Officers
†Forman, P I, BSc NSW, GDipEd Kuring-gaiCAE, GradDipInfoSys MitchellCAE
†Hiramatsu, I

Administrative Assistant, Psychology
Gee, S, BA CSTurt

Secretary to Head of School
Lamb, J A

School Secretary
Montgomerie, J J

School of Theology
Head of School
Pickard, Associate Professor S K, BD MelbCollDivinity, BCom NSW, PhD Dunelm

Joint Heads, St John’s College, Morpeth
Willsher, D M, BAppSc BallaratCAE, BA(Hons) Newcastle(NSW), BD MelbCollDivinity
Willsher, J K, BD MelbCollDivinity, BSc MAAppEthic Newcastle(NSW)

Principal, United Theological College, Sydney
Mitchell, S A P, DipTeach Auckland, BTheol(Hons) PhD Otago

Biblical Scholar
Painter, Professor J, DipRE Melb, BD Lond, ThSchol AustCollTheol, PhD Dunelm
Associate Professor
MacKinley, E, RN, BA Macq, Med Canb, BTh
SydCollDivinity, PhD Latrobe, FRCNA

Senior Lecturer
Garrett, G J, BSc Melb, BD MelbCollDivinity, ThD
Berkley

Lecturers
Berestford, M, BTh CanbCollTheol, MMin CSTurt
Chang, J S, BA Sungkyunkwan, MDiv
PresbColl&TheolSem, ThM Yeonsei, MTh
MaryknollSchoolTheol, MPhil Drew, PhD Birm
Cowdell, S, BSc Griff, BTh BrisCollTheol, PhD Qld
Drayton, D, BSc(Hons) Adel, BD MelbCollDivinity,
PhD ChicagoTheolSem
Emilsen, W, DipEd BSc(Hons) NSW, BD MA PhD
Syd
Havea, J, BA TexasWesColl, MDiv MTS PhD SMU
McCutchean, F, BA(Hons) KingsCollLond, GDEd
Monash, PhD NSW
Monro, A, BA Qld, BTh BrisCollTheol, BLitt(Hons)
Deakin, PhD Griff
Morris-Bannerman, A, BA ANU, GradDipLib
CanbCABE, GDipPastCouns MA Canberra
Neville, D J, BA BD MelbCollDivinity, PhD Murdoch
Parker, E A, BA AvondaleColl, BA Andrews, BEdSt
Qld, MA LaTrobe, PhD Newcastle(NSW)
Pearson, C, BA(Hons) BD Otago, PhD Cantab
Purnell, D J, BA WAust, DMin SanFranciscoTheol
Sem
Rodger, C H, BA BEd Syd, BTh SydCollDivinity,
ThM Prin
Rodger, L M, MA Syd, MA Prin
Sharr, R, BA(Hons) Melb, MA Syd
Squires, J T, BD MA Syd, PhD Yale
Thomson, H J, BSW NSW, MTh SydCollDivinity,
PhD CSTurt
Withycombe, R, ThL AustCollTheol, BA Syd, BD
Lond, MA NSW, PhD Cantab

Associate Lecturers
Anstey, M P, BTh CanbCollTheol, MCS
RegentCollVancouver
Carroll, S, MA Deakin, GradDipPastCouns CSTurt
Clark, M, BEd Monash, MBA Tor, BTh CSTurt
Douglas, B, DipTeach(BA(Hons) Macq, BD
MelbCollDivinity, MTh(Hons) CSTurt
Driver, J W, ThL ThSchol AustCollTheol, MTh
SydCollDivinity
Garnsey, G, BA(Hons) Syd, MA Leeds, MA Oxon
Grundy, P C, BA(Hons) Syd, MA Macq, BTh CSTurt
Harris, J, BA Macq, ThD AustCollTheol
Herft, Bishop R A, BTh BD Serapmore
Horsburgh, M, BA Syd, MSocWk NSW
Hynd, D, DipLib BComm NSW, BD MelbCollDivinity,
MA ANU
Inkpin, J D F, MA(Hons)(Theol) MA(Hons)(History)
Oxon, PhD Dunelm
Irwin, D, BD AustCollTheol, MA WSyd
Knowles, J J S, BA ANU, GradDipEd WACAE, Bed
Deakin, MEdAdmin Adel
Ledger, C, BSc(Hons) ANU, BSc(Hons) Murdoch,
MScSoc NSW
Lindsay, G D, BEd NE, GradCertDioacateStudy
GradDipTh MMin CSTurt
Llewellyn, P, BA(Hons) Macq, BD MelbCollDivinity,
GDipEd Canberra, GradDipPastCouns CSTurt
Lorenzen, T, BA Syd, ThM
BaptistTheolSemRuschlikon, ThD Zur
McNamara, L J, STL GregorianUniversity, Mitt
Oxon, PhD Adel
Millikan, D H, BD MelbCollDivinity, BA Monash, PhD
FullerTheolSem
Oliver, P, BSc Newcastle(NSW), DipTheol
UnitedTheolColl, DMin SanFranciscoTheolSem
Pfaizer, T, LTh MelbCollDivinity, BA Syd, MA Macq,
DMin SanFranciscoTheolSem
Rebolledo, J F, BTh GDipMin Tabor,
GradCertEdMgt NE, MEd SQld, BTh CSTurt
Robertson, P S, BA Dunelm, BEdSt MA
Newcastle(NSW)
Roulston, S, BD MelbCollDivinity, BAppSc MMin
CSTurt
Rutherford, G, ThL ThSchol AustCollTheol, DipRE
MelbCollDivinity, BA(Hons) MA Dunelm
Short, M, BCom NSW BTh AustCollTheol, PhD
Dunelm
Southerden, J E, BCom Qld, ThL AustCollTheol,
DipRE MelbCollDivinity, BA MA Oxon
Trevitt, C, RN, BAppSc CanbCABE, MNurs Canb,
GDipGerontics Monash
Thompson, R D, ThL AustCollTheol, GradDipEd
SACAE, MA SalveReginaColl, DMin
FullerTheolSem
Varcoe, G, BA Syd, BD(Hons), DLitStudies
MelbCollDivinity
White, JD, BSc DipEd MEd Melb, DipTh
AustCollTheol, GDipAgeingPastStudies CSTurt
White, R J, BCom UNSW, BTh SydCollDivinity
Withycombe, S M, BA Syd, MA NSW

Pacific Theological College
Ernst, M, Diplom-Politologe, DPhil Hamburg
Havea, T K, BA TexWesColl, MDiv, MTS SMU, PhD
Sheffield
Nokise, U F, BA Vic(Wellington), BD, MTh Otago,
PhD ANU
Po’e, A T, DipTh UniStPacific, MDiv PSR, STM
Yale, MA, PhD Vanderbilt
Press, M C V S, DTheol Heidelberg
Solomone, K A, MA CathUniAm, STL, PhD Loyola
Urima, K, B D, MTh PTC, MA, PhD ANU

Academic Administrator
Palmer, D

† Denotes a member of staff employed part-time

Charles Sturt University
School of Visual & Performing Arts
Head of School
Keen, Associate Professor A J, BA Newcastle(UK), MA DEd RMIT, FCSD

Professor
Green, D L, DesRCA RCA

Associate Professor
†Fitzwater, Associate Professor W J, MA Macq

Senior Lecturers
Agzarian, M, DipArt RiverinaCAE
Bunyan, M A, BA(Hons) MA PhD RMIT, ARCM
Goodlass, J R, MLitt NE
Wicks, D B, DipArt VCA

Lecturers
de Weerdt, R, BA SydCollArts
Donnelly, K M, BA VCA
Gater, B
Hagan, A P, BA BA(Hons) CSturt
Holcombe, J B, BA SydCollArts, GDipArt Newcastle(NSW)
Klabbers, J G, BA SydCollArts, DipEd GDipArt Newcastle(NSW), PhD CSturt
McNamara, P J, MA CSturt
Montgarrett, J D, DipT Melb, GDipEmbroidery RMIT, MA CSturt
Pagan, S, DipGemm GAGTL
Poynter, K P, DipArt VCA, MA CSturt
Ryan, P M, BA SydneyCAE, GDipDesign TechnoSyd
Sproule, P D, BA CSturt

Facilities Manager
Gordon, G J, DipT ArmidaleCAE, AssocDipVisArts BA CSturt

Technical Officers
Dethridge, M F, ADipElectronicEng Canberrait
Jones, J C, AssocDipCreativeArts RiverinaCAE, BA CSturt
Rowston, T T, GDipVisualArts ANU, AssocDipCreativeArts MitchellCAE

School Administrative Officer
Kendall, V D

Secretary/Administrative Assistant
Flaskas, K L
Robinson, G

Clerical Assistant
†Smith, J A

Technical Assistant
McGarva, D A, DipIT RiverinaTAFE

Technical Support Officer
†Olsen, K D

Faculty of Commerce
Dean of Faculty
Hicks, Professor J R L, BCom DipEd MA Melb, PhD Massey

Associate Dean
Walker, Associate Professor G A, DipEd MCom NSW, PhD Macq

Sub-Dean, Accounting
Mathews, Professor M R, DipBusStud FootscrayIT, BBus VicInstCol, DipEd StateCol/Vic, MSocSc Birm, MPhil Lough, MPhil Massey, DEd Montana, CMA, FCA(NZ), FCPA

Sub-Dean, International
Heazlewood, Professor C T, BCom DipEd Melb, MEc Monash, FCA(NZ), FCPA

Sub-Dean, Learning & Teaching
Kent, J M, BOccThy Old, MCom Deakin, MAcc CSturt, CPA

Sub-Dean, Research & Graduate Training
Jarratt, Professor D G, BPharm Syd, MCom NSW, PhD NE

Emeritus Professor
Fatseas, V A, MCom NSW, FCA, FCPA

Professors
Farrell, M A, BA(Hons) Warw, MSc Manc, PhD Monash
Jarratt, D G, BPharm Syd, MCom NSW, PhD NE

Adjunct Professors
Chan, P, BA(Hons) MEc Malaya, MA McMaster, HonDLitt Oxford Brookes, PhD ANU, HonDBus CSturt
Chan-Low, K Y, DipEd MEC Malaya, DipLibSc Canb, BA(Hons) Alaa, HonDBA UEL, HonDEd CSturt
Cheong, K C, BA(Hons) MEC Malaya, PhD LSE Dai, Z X
Fayed, R, PhD Manc
Fredericks, L J, BA Malaya, MScAgri Col, AgrDr Uppsala
Jungmeister, A, PhD Zurich
Keller, G, BA MA PhD Zagreb
Khong, K H, BEc(Hons) Malaya, MPIA MA PhD Pittsburgh
Ninck, A, MSc PhD Bern

Adjunct Associate Professor
McKenna, S, BA MA UnivCollWales, PhD Warw

Adjunct Senior Lecturers
Choong, Y W, BA GDipCompSc MCompSc Malaya, AMIM
Dai, J
Guo, X, BBus SUFEShanghai

Handbook 2005
The web version of this handbook at www.csu.edu.au/handbook may differ from the printed version. Where they differ the web version is the most up-to-date.
Sappey, R B, BEc(Hons) Syd, MSc Lond, PhD Otago, CPA
Yap, K L, BA PrestonIT, MA Reading, PhD Otago, CPA
Zhang, L, BA SUFESHanghái, MA Warw, MEd Syd

Adjunct Lecturers
Ang, E S, BA Winnipeg, MBA OklahomaState
Chan, M S S, BAS BA York, MBA Strathclyde
Cheah, D I, MinfTech CSturt, MACS
Huang, S
Kaur, J, LLB London, LLM Kebangsaan
Nayagam, J, DipLabStud Oxon, BA Sus, MA Reading, PhD Malaya
Ramasesamy, N, BA(Hons) BoltonInst, MA Lincoln
Selvanadan, M, BCom Madr, MBA Hull, MPhil Middx, CIMA
Tan, S S K, BEc Monash, MBA OklahomaState
Xu, Z, BA STUShanghái

Professorial Associate
O'Neill, F, BSc Belfast

Faculty Executive Officer
Cooper, M D, BA CSturt, ATEM

Coordinator, Postgraduate Programs
Wong, J W S, BBus GradCertBusAdmin CSturt, AIMM

Program Supervisor
Knox, J M

Research Assistant
†Sappey, R B, BEc(Hons) Syd, MSc Lond, PhD Otago

Administrative Assistant
Colzato, E E, BA CSturt

Secretary/Administrative Assistant
Gordon, K, AssocDipEng WInstTAFE, DipTeach MitchellCAE
Westman, M L

Australian Centre for Cooperative Research & Development
Co-Director
Oczkowski, Associate Professor E A, BEc PhD LaTrobe, MEC ANU

Board of Management
Jarratt, Professor D G, BPharm Syd, MCom NSW, PhD NE

Research Fellow
Krivokapic-Skoko, B, MA Belgrade, PhD Lincoln(NZ)

Asia Pacific Graduate School of Management
Secretary/Administrative Assistant
O'Donnell, A M

Research Assistant
†...

International School of Business
Head of School
...

Professor
Heazlewood, Professor C T, BCom DipEd Melb, MEC Monash, FCA(NZ), FCPA

Associate Professor
Williams, J F, MCom(Hons) NSW, FCPA

Executive Assistant
Wakem, A M M

Office Assistant
Howard, L M

School of Accounting
Head of School
Mathews, Professor M R, DipBusStud FootscrayIT, BBus VicInstColl, DipEd StateCollVic, MSocSc Birm, MPhil Lough, MPhil Massey, DEd Montana, CMA, FCA(NZ), FCPA

Senior Lecturers
Bisman, J E, MEC NE, BBus MitchellCAE, PhD CSturt, CA, FCPA
Plummer, K S, GDipEd STC, MA MEC Macq, CA

Lecturers
Crofts, K R, MEC Macq, BBus MitchellCAE, GradDiplInfoSys CSturt
Goela, N, MCom MPhil Delhi, FCA(India)
Gray, P N, BA LLB Melb, LLM Syd
†Hogan, P R, DipT MitchellCAE, BBus MCom CSturt, CPA
Menchin, M A, BA LLB GradDiplPubLaw ANU
Nel, J C, BA OFS, LLB LLM UNISA
Pilcher, R A, AMusA AMEB, BBus MCom CSturt, CPA
Rolfe, D N, BEc NE, FCPA

Associate Lecturers
Baines, W E, BCom GradDiplEd NSW, CA
†Davis, N M, BBus CSturt
Grey, C L, BBus CSturt
Lee, C T L, DipBusStud BBus TechnolSyd, GradCertMgt GradDiplMgt NSW
†Pawsey, N L, BBus CSturt

School Administrative Officer
Sharp, J A, BBus CSturt

† Denotes a member of staff employed part-time
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Secretary/Administrative Assistant
Bray, R J, CertInfoTech DipIT WInstTAFE

School of Business
Head of School
O’Mullane, Associate Professor M J, DipUrban&RegPlanning BEd MED(Hons) NE, BA DipEd Newcastle(NSW), PhD Wgong, MACE

Associate Professor
...

Senior Lecturers
Macklin, R B, BCom NSW, MCom(Hons) Wgong, PhD CSturt
Robbins, W M, MEc Monash, PhD NSW, IRSNSW

Lecturers
Coghlan, I A, BCom NSW, MAgSc Melb, AFAMI Grigg, K M, BCom Newcastle(NSW) Harriss, I E, BLitt NE, BA BCom MGS NSW, PhD Melb, CPA McGrath, D M, BEd ANU, MCom LaTrobe Murphy, D T, BBus CSturt Petzke, S P, GDipMktMgt CQld, MEc NE, BBus RiverinaMurrayHE, CPA Reiter, N A, BA ChisholmIT, BBus MBA Monash Rose, G C, BCom Melb, MEc NE, PhD Monash, FCPA Voll, G R, BEc WAust, MCom(Hons) NSW, CMAHRI Wijayaratnam, V, LLB Ceyl, LLM Syd Williams, A L, BBus SCross, BBus SwinburneUT, GDipHosp&Tourism FootscrayIT

Associate Lecturers
†Turner, H E, BBus CSturt Whiting, B C, BBus ChisholmIT

School Administrative Officer
Livermore, G S

Secretary/Admin Assistant
Bebbington, R M, AdvCertTAFE WodongaTAFE †Graham, K

School of Commerce
Head of School
...

Professors
Oczkowski, E A, BEd PhD LaTrobe, MEc ANU Smith, A, PGCE Oxon, MBA Aston, MA Cantab, PhD Tas

Associate Professors
Bamberry, G, DipPublicAdmin BA Qld, MA Sus Fish, A J, BBus Kuring-gaiCAE, MCom NSW, PhD Syd, AFARHI Sharma, K K, PgDipMgt IMI, MEc TUNepal, PhD LaTrobe

Senior Lecturers
Ardagh, A V, BA Wis, JurisD SanFrancisco, SB(Calif) Ardagh, D W, DipEd Edin, MA(Hons) StAnd, MA Windsor, PhD Wash Deeley, C M, BA Brist, GDipEd SydneyCAE, MBA Melb Kent, J M, BOccThy Qld, MCom Deakin, MAcc CSturt, CPA, FCPA †Sims, M A, MCom Deakin, BBus RiverinaCAE, CPA

Lecturers

Associate Lecturers
Chinniah, K, BBus CSturt, ASA, CPA Jenkins, S N, BBus SCross, MA CSturt King, D J, BBus CSturt, CPA Prior, D D, BCom WSyd, MCom Macq, AMAMI Tse, S C, HD HKTC, BA(Hons) Essex, MCom NSW

Executive Assistant
Hall, D M

Secretary/Administrative Assistant
†Lanarus, M R

Office Assistants
Cutting, K E Loughton, B F

School of Marketing & Management
Head of School
Walker, Associate Professor G A, DipEd MCom NSW, PhD Macq

Professor
Travaglione, A, BBus WAustIT, MIR PhD WAust
Associate Professor

Senior Lecturers
Basu, P K, BA(Hons) MA Calc, PhD Bombay
Heffernan, T W, MCom NSW, BBus GradDipEd
    DBA CSturt
Morrison, M D, BEc Macq, PhD NSW
Murphy, T A, BEC NE, MSc Lanc
O’Neill, G C, BA(Hons) PhD NSW, PgDipMgt Macq

Lecturers
†Braithwaite, I, ADipBusMgt Northern Rivers CAE, DipAppSc Hawkesbury Ag Coll, GradCertHigherEd NSW, MA Lanc
†Jarratt, A G, BSc DipEd Syd, MComm NSW, AAMI, IAIM, MAITD
Keogh, D, MAppFin Macq, BAppSc CSturt, BBus Mitchell CAE, AAIIB
Krivokapic-Skoko, B, MA Belgrade, PhD Lincoln (NZ)
Lynch, J M, BAgSc Qld, GDipEcp MEd NE
McMullen, C M, ADipBus SydTechColl, BCom GradCertHigherEd NSW
†Sappey, J R, MBus QldUT, DipT BA Mitchell CAE
Siemonow, V, BA Canberra CAE, MBA Adel
Skoko, H, BBusSc Podgorica, MSc DScience Belgrade, MCom Lincoln (NZ)
Tierney, R L, PhD Macq
Wong, A H, BCom Qld, MFinMgt CSturt

Associate Lecturers
Anver, M M, BSc Mor’wa
Duncan, G W, BSc(Hons) NSW
Small, F A, BA Syd, BBus(Hons) GDipEd CSturt

School Administrative Officer
Irvine, E D, BA NSW, DipEd STC

Research Assistants
Anver, M
†Cooper, J P, BIT BIT CSturt

Secretary/Administrative Assistants
Pendarakis, J K
Turnbull, T J

Western Research Institute
Director
Murphy, T A, BEc NE, MSc Lanc

Senior Economist
Brooks, M, MEcon Syd, BBus CSturt

Research Officer
Sloan, K, BAppSc Canberra, GradDipInfoSys CSturt

Community Economic Development Facilitator
Arthur, J, DipT Med QldUT, BedSt Qld

Research Assistant
Mazzotti, L, BBus CSturt

Faculty of Education
Dean of Faculty
Meyenn, Professor R J, AdvDipEd MEd Brist, PhD Aston

Sub-Dean, Graduate Studies
Coome, K M, DipT CapricornialAE, BEd Walk, MEdAdmin Massey, PhD CSturt

Sub-Dean, Professional Experience
Hastings, W J, BSc Syd, GDipEd STC, MEd(Hons) CSturt

Sub-Dean, Research & Scholarship
Green, Professor W C, BA(Hons) DipEd WAust, MPhil PhD Murd

Emeritus Professor
Braggiet, E J, BA DipEd NE, MA NSW, MEd Syd, PhD Newcastle (NSW), FACE

Adjunct Professor
McFadden, M G, BA MEd Syd, DipEd STC, PhD CSturt

Adjunct Associate Professors
Parker, J C, BADipEd DipEd MLitt NE, MA Syd, ATCL
Woolley, J A, DipEdAdmin MLitt NE, BADipEd NSW, MA Syd

Adjunct Senior Lecturers
Allan, R C, DipRemT Qld, BA Newcastle (NSW), MLitt NE
Bannister, R S, DipMusEd Newcastle Teach Coll, BA NE, MA Case Western Resv Uni, PhD Deakin, ARCM, LTCL
Kaleva, W, BEd PNG, MEd Brist, PhD Monash
Kay, R W, MA(Hons) MLitt NE
Kukari, A, AdvDipSt BEd PNG, MEPA Monash, PhD PennState
Maha, A C, DipST BEd PNG, MEd PhD Alta

Adjunct Lecturers
Martello, J M, BPhil Newcastle (UK), MEd Deakin, DipT Mitchell CAE
Semos, M K, DipST BEd PNG, MA Wgong

Executive Officer
Ryan, M A, DipTeach GradCertMgt GDipBusAdmin QldUT, MA CSturt

Project Officer
Reeves, P F, BEd Mitchell CAE
Secretary
Moore, V A

Murray Education Unit
Head of Unit
Hard, L M, DipT MelbourneCAE, BEd SAustCAE, MEd QldUT

Professor
Zevenbergen, R, BA(Hons) PhD Deakin, GradCertHigherEd Griffith

Lecturers
Knipe, S, MEd Deakin, EdD LaTrobe, DipArt GDipEd RiverinaCAE
Krishnasamy, S, DipBusStud NgeeAnnPoly, MEd Monash, BTeach CSturt
Mackenzie, N M, BEd MEd LaTrobe, DipTeach RiverinaCAE
Munday, J R, DipMus MelbaConsMusic, ATCL TrinityCollLond, GradDipArtsEd PhillipIT, GDipEd VCA, MA CSturt
Ortlipp, M, DipT StateCol/Vic, BEd Melb
Rafferty, J, DipT SignColl, GDipAppSc ECowan, MEd AustCath
Taffe, R, DipT NorthernRiversCAE, BA NE, MEd PhD Syd

Administrative Assistant
†Lane, V A

Secretary/Admin Assistant
White, M E

School of Education
Head of School
Lowe, Associate Professor T J, DipT MEd Wgong, PhD Newcastle(NSW)

Associate Head of School
Lambert, E B, DipT KTC Vic, GDipAdvEdStud StateCol/Vic, BA Melb, GDipTESOL SAustCAE, MEd LaTrobe

Professor
Kemm, S D, BA Syd, EdM PhD Ill

Associate Professors
Francis, R G, BAgriSc PhD Syd, DipEd STC Smith, E, BA Keele, MA Lond, PhD TechnolSyd, GDipVocEd&Train MBus CSturt

Senior Lecturers
Boylan, C R, BEd Deakin, GDipEd BSc MEd Syd, PhD JamesCook
Brennan Kemmis, R E, BA(Hons) Macq, DipReadLang RiverinaCAE, MEd CSturt
Cocklin, R B, DipT ChristchurchTC, BEd MPhil PhD Massey, BSc Otago

Hemnings, B C, BEd Syd, MEdStud Newcastle(NSW), PhD NSW
Lambert, E B, DipKindTeach GDipAdvEdStud StateCol/Vic, BA Melb, GDipTESOL SAustCAE, MEd LaTrobe
Rushbrook, P W J, BA(Hons) DipEd LaTrobe, MEdSt PhD Monash
Wallace, A R, BA DipEd NSW, MLitt NE, GDipComp PhD CSturt

Lecturers
Clancy, S D, BA MLitt NE Cornius-Randall, R E, BEd Syd, MEd CSturt
Croft-Piggin, L M, ATCL BA(Hons) GDipEd NSW Green, A M, DipT Christchurch, BA Cant, MEd CSturt
Hardy, I J, GDipEd BA MEdAd Qld Rawolle, S B P, BEd MEd Newcastle(NSW)
†Reupert, A E, DipEd BA Melb, GradDipCounsPsych RMIT, MAPS
Smith, T J, DipT RiverinaCAE, BEd(Hons) CSturt Wilkinson, J, BLitt(Hons) Deakin, BA(Hons) Monash, DipEd MelbourneStateColl, MA Melb Williams, P J, BA MEd NE

Associate Lecturers
Johnstone, K M, BEd CSturt
†Jonasson, D F, BEd CSturt
Jones, T L, BA GradDipEd CSturt
Pickersgill, R E, BA Macq Woodcock, S, BA(Hons) Brighton, MEd Wgong

Course Administrative Officer
Guiton, K R, BA CSturt

Research Assistants
†Pincott, J E, BRurSc NE †Serasinghe, D, DipEcAnalysis Kent, BA Ceyl, MBA Sri Jay

School Administrative Officer
Rosser, A J

Secretaries/Administrative Assistants
Howells, L Martinsons, L

School of Human Movement Studies
Head of School
Marino, Associate Professor F, BPEd WAust, MEd Syd, PhD CSturt

Senior Lecturer
Gard, M J, BPE ACPE, MSpSc NSW, PhD Wgong

Lecturers
Clarke, D K, DipTeach AustCath, BEd MEd Wgong Dionigi, R A, PhD Newcastle(NSW), BSoCSc(Hons) CSturt
Kay, D W, BSoCSc(Hons) GDipEd PhD CSturt

School of Human Movement Studies
Head of School
Marino, Associate Professor F, BPEd WAust, MEd Syd, PhD CSturt

Senior Lecturer
Gard, M J, BPE ACPE, MSpSc NSW, PhD Wgong

Lecturers
Clarke, D K, DipTeach AustCath, BEd MEd Wgong Dionigi, R A, PhD Newcastle(NSW), BSoCSc(Hons) CSturt
Kay, D W, BSoCSc(Hons) GDipEd PhD CSturt
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Micalos, P S, DipT ACPE, BPE WAust, GDipExerSportSc Cumb, MEd Syd
O’Flynn, G H, BEd(Hons) PhD Wgong
Woodruff, C A, DipPE Wgong TC, MSc Oregon

Associate Lecturers
Holmes, D A, BA(Hons) CSurt
Thomson, P M, BSocSc GDipEd CSurt

Administrative Assistant
Smith, D K

School of Teacher Education
Head of School
Reid, Associate Professor J, BEd PhD Deakin, BA DipEd Qld, GradCertEd Ballarat

Associate Head of School
†Loughland, A F, BEd(Hons) TechnolSyd

Professor
Green, W C, BA(Hons) DipT WAust, MPhil PhD Murd

Associate Professor
McKinnon, D, BSc Glas, MEd PhD Syd, DipEd MitchellCAE

Senior Lecturers
Bain, A, DipTeach BEd SAustCAE, MEd Maine, DEd WMich
Coombe, K M, DipT CapricorniaAE, BEd Waik, MEdAdmin Massey, PhD CSurt
Harrison, L J, BSc(Hons) MSc McG, MEd Syd, PhD Macq, DipT MitchellCAE
McLeod, S L, BAppSc Cumb, MAmpSc PhD Syd
Simpson, T M, BA DipEd MECMacq
Thomas, N D, DipEd MSc NSW, PhD Macq
Wilson, P G, BA Macq, GDipVisualArts Monash, MCA Wgong, DCA WSyd, DipT MitchellCAE

Lecturers
Bennet, M G, DipTeach RiverinaCAE, GradDipSpecEd MSpecEd CSurt
Burgess, C A, DipTeach GuildTC, BA NE, MEd WSyd
Crawford, L K, MEdSt SAust, DipT MitchellCAE, BEd CSurt
Cutter-Mackenzie, A N, BEd(Hons) Griff, PhD CQld
Daniel, G R, BEd SCross, MEd(Hons) Murd, DipTeach MitchellCAE
Poposki, J U, BSc DEECS, MSpecEd CSurt
Hastings, W J, BSc Syd, GDipEd STC, MEd(Hons) CSurt
Hill, R J, DipSocSc MEd(Hons) NE, BA(Hons) Syd
Hollitt, J A, AdvCertCounselling GradCertCounselling InstCounsell, DipT Catholic College of Education, BEd SAustCAE, MA Syd, MAPS
Jones, P T, DipT NorthernRiversCAE, BEd Wgong WAustCAE, MA TechnolSyd
Lancaster, J A, MSpecEd WSyd
Letts, W J, BA BatesColl
Loughland, A F, BEd(Hons) TechnolSyd
McDonagh, S H, MEd NE, PhD Oregon
Nicholas, Z S, DipTeach SydneyCAE, BEd Syd, MEd Wgong
Norwood, T G, BA(Hons) Wgong, MEdAdmin NE
Owens, K D, BA MEd Syd, TCert DeptEducationNSW, PhD Deakin
Parker, R J, BEd(Hons) Syd
Pennell, B J, DipEd BA Syd, MA Macq, MEd(Hons) WSyd
Petersen, E B, BA MA Roskilde, PhD Copenhagen
Pickford, S J, DipT BEd SturtCAE, GDipEd SAustCAE, MEdAdmin PhD Deakin
Zundans, L A, BA DipEd MA Macq, MEd Syd

Associate Lecturers
Edwards, K M, BEd BTeach CSurt
Ireland, L A, BA BTeach CSurt

Research Fellow
Novak, M I, BADipEd Macq, MEd NE

Courses Administrative Officer
Laganan, J, BA Macq

Research Assistant
Hutchesson, R C, DipTeach CSurt

School Secretary
Howes, T C

Secretary to Head of School
Marmion, J L

Practicum Clerical Officers
Coffey, C J
Williamson, E J

Faculty of Health Studies
Dean of Faculty
Burton, Professor M A, BSc PhD NE, APSA

Faculty Executive Officer
Tucker, L T, DipT RiverinaMurrayIHE, BA CSurt

Secretary/Administrative Assistant
McClintock, M T

Laboratory Services Unit
Laboratory Manager
Watt, C J, ADipLandMgt NE

Technical Officers
Poposki, J U, BSc Deakin
Casey, D A
†van der Have, P J, DipMedTech AustInstMedTech

† Denotes a member of staff employed part-time

Charles Sturt University
### School of Biomedical Sciences

**Head of School**
Angel, Associate Professor L A, ADipMedLabSc
BAppSc *RiverinaCAE*, MAppSc *CSturt*, HGSA

**Adjunct Lecturer**
Nolan, G

**Senior Lecturers**
Cavanagh (Urwin), H M, BSc(Hons) PhD *Glas*, PGCE *Strath*
Kennedy, R A, BPharm(Hons) PhD *Qld*
Simpson, P A, BSc *Murd*, MAppSc *WSyd*, PhD *Qld*, ASRB
Walker, T L, ADipBioTech *UCCQ*, BAppSc(Hons) PhD *CSturt*
Wang, L, BMEd *Changwei*, MMed *PUMU*, PhD *Taš*, CSANZ
Wilkinson, J M, BSc(Hons) PhD *CSturt*

**Lecturers**
Baverstock, K A, BPharm *SAustIT*, GradDipCommPracPharm *SAust*
Burton, D L, BSc(Hons) PhD *NE*, PhD *CSturt*, ANZSRS
Graham, B J, BSc *Monash*, BAppSc *RiverinaCAE*, MAppSc *CSturt*, PhD *Mard*
Kalle, W H J, DRS *Utrecht*, PhD *Leiden*
Kerr, P G, DipEd *Murd*, GDipAppSc *WUnivCAE*, BSc MSc *WUniv*, PhD *Curtin*
Roffey, P E, BSc(Hons) PhD *Qld*, MASM
Scott, C J, BScAgr(Hons) PhD *Syd*, PhD *Monash*

**Associate Lecturers**
Coombes, A L, BAppSc(Hons) *CSturt*
Elfick, L G, BSc(Hons) PhD *Newcastle(NSW)*
Kewley, R J, BSc(Hons) PhD *Adel*

**Technical Officers**
Matthews, L M, BAppSc *RiverinaCAE*
Shaw, K J
Sides, G H, BAppSc BMedSc *CSturt*
Swain, S E, MMedSc *NE*
†Tidd, N E, BAppSc(MedBiotech) BAppSc(MedLabSc) *CSturt*
Wheeler, S J, DipMedTech *SIT*

**Administrative Officer**

**Project Officer**
†Wettenhall, J H, BRurSc(Hons) NE, GDipEd *RiverinaMurrayIHE*

**Administrative Assistants**
Fitzgerald, T K
Hocking, K P

---

### School of Clinical Sciences

**Head of School**
McKenzie, Associate Professor G H, BSc DipEd PhD *Melb*, ASBMB

**Adjunct Professor**
Howarth, D M, DipMedRadiog RMIT, BM(Hons) *Newcastle(NSW)*, BSc(Hons) *Wgong*

**Adjunct Associate Professor**
Dulhunty, G M, BHlthSc MEd *CSturt*

**Senior Lecturers**
Currie, G M, MAAppMgt MMedRadSc *Newcastle(NSW)*
Dietsch, J E, MNurs NE, PhD *CSturt*
Jeewody, A B, RN DipNurs PGCE Lond, BA *OpenUK*, MEd *WUniv*, PhD *LaTrobe*, FANZCMHN, MAPS
Kerr, R J, RN BA DipEd *NSW*, MEd(Hons) *Wgong*, DipAppSc *RiverinaCAE*
McAlpin, S F, DipNutr&FoodServ RMIT, GradDipHSM MHlthSc *CSturt*
Swan, H S, BSc PhD *NE*

**Lecturers**
Davidson, R A, ADipBus ADipRadiologicalTech *SAustIT*, DipDiagnosticRadiology *AustInstRadiography*, BBus *SAust*, MAIP, MIR
Davies, C E, RN BA *Macq*, MTH *Qld*
Garbett, I T, BSc *Lanc*, GDipMath *Murd*, MSc *Leeds*
Havelka, J E, DipHSc *Syd*, BHlthSc *CSturt*
Lusby, L W, MIR
McLeod, M M, RN BA MHumanServMgt *CSturt*
O’Kane, G M, BSc *Syd*, DipEd DipNutrition *CSturt*
Olsen, M J, BAppSc *Canberra*, MSc *Wgong*
Pollard, K, ADipDMR *NewcastleCAE*, MEd *NSW*, GradCertUnivTeach&Learn MEd *CSturt*
Ross, G C, RN BSc *Syd*, GradCertCritCareNurs *NSWCollNurs*, MN *Flin*, MRCNA
Shackleton, P K, RN MEd *NSW*, BHlthSc *CSturt*
Walker, E J, BNursing *Griff*, MHM NE
Wheat, J M, MMedRadSc *Newcastle(NSW)*
Zheng, X, MSci *Zhejiang*, PhD *Newcastle(NSW)*

**Associate Lecturers**
Barclay, L C, BAppSc GradCertUnivTeach&Learn *CSturt*, MIR
Forde, S J, RN DipAppSc BHlthSc GradDipMid *CSturt*, MMid TechnolSyd

**Lab Supervisors**
Lobley, S M
Ryan, W, RN

**Administrative Assistants**
†Gaffney, M R
†Rowley, L I
Sypott, B R
### Staff of the University

#### Clinical Support Administrative Assistant
†Sheridan, H J

#### School of Community Health

**Head of School**

Neumayer, Associate Professor R J, MSc Idaho, PhD PennState

**Professor**

Whiteford, G E, BAppSc WAustIT, MHlthSc PhD SAust, MAAOT

**Associate Professors**

McAllister, L L G, BSpThy Qld, MA WMich, PhD Syd, FSPAA, CPSP

Ruston, S A, BScRPT BrCol, PGDipBiomech PhD Strath, GradDipManipTherapy WAustIT

Tinley, P D, BSc(Hons) PCL, PhD QldUT

#### Senior Lecturers

Allen, R L, BAppSc WAustIT, GDipOrgBehav MBus SwinburneUT, AccOT

Bevan, C A, DipPublicAdmin Exe, GDipComDev PhillipIT, BA RiverinaMurrayHE, MSocSc CSSturt

Coyle, J A, MManipPhys LaTrobe, MAPA, MMPPA

Goddard, L D, RN BHlthSc Med CSSturt

Trevethan, R, BA(Hons) ANU, MSc Lond, PhD Macq

Winkworth, A L, BAppSc GradCertEdStud PhD Syd, MSPA

#### Lecturers

†Barbara, A J, BOccThy Qld, MOccThy SAust

Beecham, R, BA Wits, DEd UDW

Clark, E J, BAppSc LincolnInstHS, MA Melb

Cole, K, DipPodM SocChiro, BSc(Hons) QMEDin

Corrigan, R, BAppSc Cumb, MAappSc SAust

Curtin, M J, BOccThy Qld, MPhil OxfBrookes, DEd Southampton

Denshire, S J, DipOT CIT, MAappSc Syd

Farquhar, H J, NDipPod CIT, BSc Cant

Fletcher, L A, BEd VCA, MScExercise&SportSc Flor, MACSM

Gattuso, M N, BA(Hons) Syd, PhD LaTrobe, MSocSc(Hons) CSSturt

Hinderaker, J R, BSc Syd, MMedSc Newcastle(NSW), MAappSc RMIT

Jelinek, H F, BSc NSW, GDipSc ANU, PhD Syd, GradCertUnivTeach&Learn CSSturt

Macklin, M A, BA RiverinaMurrayHE, MSocSc CSSturt

Marshall, P H, BAppSc Cumb, MHSc Syd, MHlthSc CSSturt, MAA

†Murtagh, J, BAppSc Syd, MHlthSc Syd

Richards, R S, PhD Newcastle(NSW), MAappSc CSSturt

Smith, M C L, MAappSc Syd, GradCertUnivTeach&Learn CSSturt, MAPA

Smythe, G M, BSc(Hons) PhD WAust

†Spry, S R, BAppSc LaTrobe, BSc MPhysio Melb

†van Huet, H, BAppScOT LincolnInstHS, AccOT

Warner, P, RN DipAppSc SAustCAE, BAdVocEd SAust

Wilding, C B, BAppScOT LaTrobe, MAppSc SAust, AccOT

Wilson, L J, BAppSc(Hons) PhD Syd

†Young, I M T, BSc CNA, MA Sur

#### Associate Lecturers

Brett, A J, BExSc Wgong

Mackey, S J, RN BN NE, PhD Syd

†O’Connor, B E, BAppSc SAustIT

†Robson, K M, DipHSc NSWTAFE

#### School Administrative Officer

Burke, K

#### Clinical Administrative Assistants

†Cavanagh, S T

†McFarlane, M J

†Ryding, C J, DipIT NSWTAFE

†Wilson, A A

†Zanin, A I

#### School Secretary/Administrative Assistant

Pender, A C

#### Technical Officer

†de Jong, B A, BSc(Hons) Melb

#### Laboratory Attendant

†Willis, A S

#### Office Assistant

†Liston, M V, DipArt RMIT

#### Technical Assistant

†Drummond, J L

#### School of Nursing & Health Science

**Head of School**

Stockhausen, Associate Professor L J, RN DipTeach NewcastleCAE, BEd ArmidaleCAE, MEdSt PhD Qld

#### Associate Head of School

Grootjans, J, RN DipAppScNurs BAappSc Cumb, MAappSc PhD WSyd

#### Adjunct Associate Professor

Allan, J R, RN DNE ArmidaleCAE, MEdAdmin EdD NE, BA MitchellCAE, FCN, FRCN, FANZCMHN

#### Adjunct Senior Lecturer

†Jones, I E, DipNurs ArmidaleCAE, BHA NSW

† Denotes a member of staff employed part-time
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Senior Lecturers
Brackenreg, J Y, RN DNE Cumb, BA NE, MEd Deakin
Grootjans, J, RN DipAppScNurs BAppSc Cumb, MAppSc PhD WSyd

Lecturers
Clatworthy, C D, RN RM MEd Wgong, BHlthSc CSTurt
Crisp, J A, RN GradCertMentalHlth NSWCollNurs, GradCertHSc CSTurt
Croxon, L A, RN DipT ArmidaleCAE, BEd NE, GDipGenNurs MEd Deakin
de Sousa, J E, RN DipT SydneyCAE, BEd ArmidaleCAE, MNurs Syd
Flynn, K J, RN BSc Syd, PhD ANU
Haley, C E, RN GradCertWomensHlth NSWCollNurs, MPHC Flin, BHlthSc CSTurt
Hickey, N E, RN GradCertIntCareNurs MSc, BHlthSc CSTurt
Holland, L E, GradCert UnivTeach & Learn CSTurt
Latham, H J, RN DNE ArmidaleCAE, MNurs Syd, BSoSc CSTurt
Lawler, L M A, RN GradCertArts JamesCook, BHlthSc MEd CSTurt
Logan-Sinclair, P A, BSc Macq, MAppSc Syd, GradCert UnivTeach & Learn MAppSc CSTurt
Maginnis, C L, RN DipAppSc Cumb, BAppSc Syd, GradCertChild & AdolesHlthNurs NSWCollNurs, MHlthSc CSTurt
McGill, R D, RN BNurs WSyd, GradCertCriticalCareNurs CentCoastHlthServ, MNurs TechnolSyd
Stott, A, RN BSoSc CSTurt
Tall, J A, BSc Syd, MCoGSc NSW
Todoroska, E J, MSc Warsaw, PhD PolishAcadSciences
†Toohey, M F, RN DipAppSc AustCath, GradCertAdvNurs GradCertIntCareNurs NSWCollNurs

Associate Lecturers
†Cox, J L, BSc NE
Lodge, E J, BRurSc NE

Senior Research Officer
† Hamilton, M A, BA DipEd Newcastle(NSW)

School Secretary/Administrative Assistant
Morgan, S D

School of Public Health
Head of School
Fogliani, Associate Professor C L, AM, BSc(Hons) DipEd NSW, MSc(Hons) Macq, FRACI

Adjunct Lecturer
Morrison, A J, BAppSc TechnolSyd, GradDipEd WSyd, DipHSc CSTurt

Associate Professor
O’Meara, P F, BHA PhD NSW, MPubPol Deakin

Lecturers
Brown, L E, RN BAdminNurs NE, GradCert UnivTeach & Learn MBus CSTurt, FRCNA, FCN, AFACHSE
Hamilton, L, AdvDipParamedSc AmbulanceNSW, BSc NSW
Johnstone, P L, GDipHlthEc NE, GDipCom Wgong, GCertEdLeadPhD Macq, BHlthSc CSTurt, FRCNA, FCHSE, MACORN
Lunn, J G
Madigan, V M, BHlthSc CSTurt
Manock, I D, ADipEmergMgt Tas, BSocSc MEMergMgt CSTurt
Menzies, N A, RN DipAppSc MitchellCAE, BHlthSc GradCertClinEd CSTurt
Ritchie, D J, BSc Cant, GradDipHealthAdmin Massey, MHA NSW
Webb, H L, BEd NewcastleCAE, MHlthSc(Hons) CSTurt

Administrative Assistant
Daley, V L

Faculty of Science and Agriculture
Dean of Faculty
Pratley, Professor J E, BSc PhD NSW

Sub-Dean, Graduate Coursework Program
Spennemann, Associate Professor D H R, MA Fran, PhD ANU

Sub-Dean, Graduate Studies
Black, Associate Professor A S, QDA MAgrSc PhD Qld

Sub-Dean, Honours
Black, R S, BSc(Hons) Lond, GradDipEd PIT, MNatRes NE, PhD Monash

Sub-Dean, Information Technology
Atkinson, J S, BAppSc GordonIT, GDipComp Deakin, GDipEd HawthornIT, MInfSys COld, PhD Monash

Sub-Dean, International IT
Messing, J, BSc DipEd Syd, GDipEdSt MitchellCAE, MEd(Hons) PhD CSTurt, MACE

Sub-Dean, IT (Industry Programs)
Altas, Associate Professor I, MSc METU, PhD Sask

Sub-Dean, Library Studies International
Mills, J J, BAppSc WAusIT, MLitt NE, PhD CSTurt, AALIA
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Sub-Dean, Maths & Spatial Sciences
Louis, J P, BSc PhD NSW

Sub-Dean, Research
Steel, Associate Professor C C, BSc(Hons)
Cardiff, PhD Birn

Emeritus Professor
Wolfe, E C, MScAgr Syd, PhD NE

Professor
†Bowmer, K H, BSc PhD

Adjunct Professors
Angas, J F, B AgrSc PhD Melb
Bryden, D I
Cothen, E J, BScAgr Syd, PhD ANU
Hamilton-Smith, E
Harris, G P, BSc(Hons) PhD ImpColl
Helvar, K R, WDA BScAgr MSc Syd, PhD Davis
Hughes, S G, BSc Wales, MSc PhD Edin
Jefferson, R A, BA Calif, PhD Colorado
Kilian, A, MSc PhD Silesian
Kwan, T K, BSc Liverpool, MSc Salford, PhD Lond
Lewin, L G
Mayer, J E, PhD Innsbruck
Meyer, W S, BAgSc PhD Adel
Mitchell, D S, UED BSc CapeT, PhD Lond
Morton, S R, BSc PhD Melb
Poon, S P H, BSc GDipBusSys PhD Monash, MBus RMIT, MACS
Saunders, D, BSc ANU, PhD WAust
Walker, R, BScAgr PhD Tas
Williams, J, BScAgr PhD Syd
Young, M D, BAgSc BEd MAgrSc Adel

Adjunct Associate Professors
Azzam, O, BSc MSc AmUBeilr, PhD Cornell
Bowman, A, BScAgr PhD Syd
Brennan, J P, BA MAgrSc Melb, PhD NE
Briggs, S V, BScAgr Syd, MNatRes NE, PhD ANU
Chan, K Y, BSc HKong, DipNatRes NE, PhD Syd
Cullis, B R, BSc Syd, PhD NSW
Dear, B S, BEnvironSc NE, MSc NSW, PhD WAust
Ford, P W, DipAppChem RMIT, BSc Monash, PhD ANU
Heenan, D P, DipAgric BAgSc Qld, PhD Syd
Hutton, R J, BScAgr MScAgr PhD Syd
Huttner, E
Kaiser, A G, BScAgr MScAgr Syd, PhD Reading
Lemerle, D, BSc Reading, MScAgr PhD Syd
Moore, R E, BSc Alberta, MBAdmin Sak, MSc BC
Olley, J M, BSc(Hons) ANU, PhD NSW
Pennay, B J, BA MA Syd, MA Macq, PhD Deakin
Ranasinghe, B
Scott, B J, BScAgr MScAgr Syd, PhD WAust
Stevens, M M

Adjunct Senior Lecturers
Birchhead, R J, BSc StLouis, PhD Alta
Boles, W E, PhD NSW

Adjunct Lecturers
Deegenaar, A L, BAppSc BEd CSturt
Holloway, J, BSc, PhD NE
Imtiaz, M.BSc, MSc Peshawar, PhD Cbury
Li, G, BAg, MAg Gansu, PhD Massey
Loch, A, BSc PhD Qld
Mokashi, U M, PhD, MS, MMS Pilani
Rahman, M L
Raman, H, BScAgr, MScAgr, PhD
Richardson, E, BAppSc NSW, PhD NE
Rogiers, S Y, PhD Alberta, BSc
Small, G, M Hort, B HortSc Hawkes
Vink, S, BSc WAust, PhD Hawaii
Weir, B, PhD Sask, BSc Montana, DipHort Olds
Whish, J, BSc(Hons) GradDipHortSc MRurSc PhD NE

Adjunct Research Associates
Adkins, M
Herr, A, MSc Freiburg, PhD CSturt
Race, D, PhD ANU, MAppSc CSturt,
GradDipEnvMgt LaTrobe, BAppSc Melb

Honorary Fellows
Ballantyne, L A, BSc(Hons) MSc PhD Qld
Kan, L, BSc PhD HK, MA MLIS Calif
Weckert, M A, BAppSc RMH, GradDipEducation
HawthornIE, PhD CSturt
Whitehall, M W, BSc, MSc Syd, PhD Curtin

Faculty Executive Officer
Ryall, P W, BBus RiverinaMurrayHE

Technical Officer
An, M, B AgrSc Gansu, MRurSc NE, PhD CSturt

Administrative Officer
†Bennett, A J

Laboratory Craftsman
Connors, W G
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Faculty Secretary
Crawford, M M

Centre for Information Studies
Director
Ferguson, K S, PGDipLib RobertGordonIT, MA(Hons) Edin, MPhil Glas, PhD CSturt, AALIA

Administrative Officer
Harris, L M

David Morell Laboratories
Laboratory Manager
Ryan, K M

Senior Technical Officers
Burton, P J, BAppSc CSturt
White, G M, ADipLabTechChem RiverinaCAE

Technical Officers
Loughlin, M J, BAppSc CSturt
Sass, S J
Williams, S K, BSc BSc(Hons) Qld
Wilson, M A, BAppSc CSturt

Environmental & Analytical Laboratories
Manager
Johnson, G L G, BSc(Hons) Salf

Technical Officers
Hatfield, P D B
Wade, D W M, ADipLabTech DDIAE

Technical Assistant
Inall, H A, BAppSc CSturt

School of Agricultural & Veterinary Sciences
Head of School
Cregan, Associate Professor P D, DipAgr WaggaAgColl, GDipExt HawkesburyAgColl, MAgSc Melb

Professors
Abbott, K A, BVSc MVS Melb, GradCertRurSc NE, PhD Syd, FACVSc, MACVSc
Batten, G D, MRurSc NE, PhD ANU
Silence, M N, BSc PGCE PhD Leeds

Associate Professors
Ash, G J, BSc(Hons) PhD NE
Black, A S, QDA MAgSc PhD Qld

Senior Lecturers
Burrows, G E, BSc PhD Qld
Dunn, A M, BRurSc NE, MAgSc Melb
Eberbach, P L, BAgSc LaTrobe, PhD Melb
Kent, J H, BAppScRuralTech GDipPlantProt QldAgColl, MAppSc CSturt

Tunstall, A W, DipAgrSc DookieAgrColl, BEc
Monash, GradCertPubPol PhD NE, MAgSc LaTrobe
Virgona, J M, BScAgr Syd, PhD ANU

Lecturers
Affleck, K J, BScAgr Syd, GDipEd STC, MSc PhD Kentucky
Austin, H E, BVSc Syd
†Buckley, P, BVSc Massey, BVSc(Hons) MVetClinStud Syd, MACVSc, MACVSc
Buckley D J, BVSc Syd, MACVSc
Condon, J R, BAgricSc LaTrobe, PhD CSturt
Doughty, H C, DipAppSc DipEd RiverinaCAE, MAppSc CSturt
Friend, M A, BSc PhD NSW, GradCertUnivTeach&Learn CSturt
Harper, J D I, BSc PhD Belfast
†Hyams, J H, DipEd NE, BVSc Syd
Jahromi, F G, BAgrSc Sevila, GradDipNatResMgt Adel, PhD CSturt
Katupitiya, A, BSc Peradeniya, MIrrigEng KULeuven, PhD Nebraska
King, B J, BRurSc(Hons) PhD NE
Moore, D G, DipEd GDipAppSc LaTrobe, BSc(Hons) Melb
Noble, G K, BAppSc PhD CSturt
Sivapalan, S, BSc Peradeniya, MSc AsianIT, PhD Syd
Urwin, N A R, BSc(Hons) WEngland, PhD PaisleyColTech
Win, M, BEng Ragoon, MEngSc Melb

Associate Lecturers
Culas, R J, BSc Peradeniya, MEC NHH, MSc NLH
McCrone, M D, BLArch NSW, AssocDipAppSc CSturt

Equine Centre Manager
Smart, J L, ADipAgr RiverinaMurrayIHE

Laboratory Manager
Thompson, D J, ADipLabTech RiverinaCAE, BAppSc CSturt

Senior Technical Officers
Allison, N E, BSc Otago
Munn, K J, BSc NSW, MAgSc Melb

Technical Officers
Early, R G, DipHort AustHortCorrespSchool, BAppSc CSturt
Grant, W I, ADipFarmMgt OAC, BInfoTech CSturt
Price, J P, BAppSc CSturt
Smith, R J, BSc NE
†West, J J

Administrative Officer
...
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Graduate Assistant

Research Technical Officer
Schirmer, B J, BAppSc(MedBiotech) BAppSc(Hons) CSturt

Secretary/Administrative Assistant
Johnson, M G

School of Environmental and Information Sciences
Head of School
Klomp, Professor N I, BAppSc Curtin, BSc(Hons) Murdoch, PhD Glas

Professor
Curtis, A L, BA DipEd Melb, PhD CSturt

Associate Professor
Spennemann, D H R, MA Fran, PhD ANU

Senior Lecturers
Atkinson, J S, BAppSc GordonIT, GDipComp Deakin, GDipEd HawthornIT, MInfSys COld, PhD Monash
Black, R S, BSc(Hons) Lond, GradDipEd PIT, MNatRes NE, PhD Monash
Lipscombe, N R, DipPE STC, BEd BPE Calig, GDipRecPlan CanberraCAE, MEd PhD NE Lunt, I D, BSc Melb, BSc(Hons) PhD LaTrobe Taylor, I R, BSc PhD Aberd

Lecturers
Allan, C A, BAgriSc Melb, MNatRes NE, PhD CSturt Ash, J K, DipMechEng BendigoCAE, BE(Hons) Monash, DipEd StateCol/Vic, MInfSys COld, ADipComp RiverinaMurrayHIE, MACS(PCP) Bhattacharya, M, MTech BIT/Mesra Cornforth, D J, BSc(Hons) NottTrent, PhD Nott Davidson, P A, ADipRec Kuring-gaiCAE, BSc NSW, MA RMIT Howard, J L, DipNatRes NE, BEnvSc Wgong, GradDipMgt COld Humphries, P, BSc(Hons) Monash, MSc Tas, DPhil MURD Luck, G W, BAppSc SAust, BAppSc(Hons) Adel, PhD Ecowan Millar, J E, BAgriSc Melb, PhD CSturt Newth, D J, BInfoTech(Hons) CSturt Stocker, R C, BEd GDipInstUsesComp SAustCAE, DipT RiverinaCAE, PhD CSturt Thwaites, R, BSc Melb, PhD CSturt Watson, D M, BSc(Hons) Monash, PhD Kansas Wilson, B P, BSc(Hons) PhD NSW

Associate Lecturers
Clapham, N T, BIT(Hons) CSturt Knight, A R, BA Syd, GDipEnvSc(Hons) Tas Yalmambira, BAppSc(Hons) CSturt

Senior Technical Officers
Alexander, K, BSc(Hons) NE Reid, C J, BAppSc CSturt

Administrative Officer
Baker, F M, DipT STC

Technical Officers
Bowdren, P J, BAppSc CSturt Kent, K M, BAppSc CSturt †Payne, C H, ADipBioTech NSWTAFE †Whitworth, K L, BSc(Hons) Monash

Secretary/Administrative Assistant
Chubb, E A

School of Information Studies
Head of School
Dillon, Associate Professor K W, BADipEd Macq, GDipLib RiverinaCAE, MEd(Hons) CSturt, AALIA

Professors
Harvey, D R, DipNZLS NZLibrarySchool, BEd(BSc) PhD Well, AALIA, ANZLIA Weckert, J F, DipCompSc MA LaTrobe, BA Adel, PhD Melb, MACS

Associate Professors
Altas, I, MSc METU, PhD Sask Messing, J, BSc DipEd Syd, GDipEdSt MitchellCAE, MEd(Hons) PhD CSturt, MACE

Senior Lecturers
Dalgarano, B J, BSc ANU, GDipEd MAppSc Canberra, PhD Wgong Ferguson, K S, PGDipLib RobertGordonIT, MA(Hons) Edin, MPhil Glas, PhD CSturt, AALIA McGregor, J H, MEd Alta, PhD FlorState Mills, J J, BAppSc WAustIT, MLitt NE, PhD CSturt, AALIA Sanders, R F, DipNZLS NZLibrarySchool, BA Cant, MA SAustIT, AALIA, ANZLIA †Williamson, C M, DipLib MelbourneStateColl, MLib Monash, PhD RMIT

Lecturers
Adams, P D C, BA GradDipMgt Deakin, ADipComp RiverinaMurrayHIE, MBA CSturt Al-Saggaf, Y M, BE I.I.U.Malaysia, MInfTech PhD CSturt Box, R M, BSc Lond, MS Wis, MACS Chan, A H, MEd Deakin Dean, A F, MLitt NE, BEd RiverinaCAE Eustace, K N, BSc ANU, GDipEd Kuring-gaiCAE, MA Paideia, GDipCompApp RiverinaMurrayHIE Eyre, G D, BA Leeds, PhD Sheff, MCLIP, AALIA Fellows, G H, ADipComp RiverinaCAE, BAppSc RiverinaMurrayHIE, MInfTech CSturt, MACS Freeman, A T, DipT ArmidaleCAE, BEd CanberraCAE, MEd NE, ASLA

† Denotes a member of staff employed part-time
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Hay, L A, BA DipEd Macq, MAppSc CSSturt
Herring, J E, DipLib MA Strath, MA Edin
Hider, P M, BSc(Hons) LSE, MLib UnivCollWales, AALIA, FCLIP
Higgins, S, BA MLibSc Ariz, PhD FlorState
Howarth, J P, BInfTech CSSturt
Kennedy, J, DipLib NSW, BA PhD Syd, MLib UnivCollWales, AALIA
HRDCons, DipIT AdvDipMgt WindsInst, AdvDipBus AdvDipBusMgt Auston, AIMM,
AMAMI, FSTBE, MACE, MACEL, MACM, MACS, MAECT, MAES, MAHRI, MAITD, MASCILITE,
MASTD, MCESA, MIEE, MIEEE, MODLAA
Lloyd-Zantiotis, A, BA GradDipSocSc NE, MAppSc CSSturt, AALIA
Lodge, D E, AssocDipAppSc TAFETAustralia, BBus MBA RMIT, MAppSc CSSturt
Miller, D H, BSc NE, DipEd WAust, GradDipGIS&RemoteSens CSSturt, GDipCompApp RiverinaMurrayHE
Roy, P E, BAppSc RMIT
Scott, J E, BSc NSW, DipEd NE, GDipCompApp RiverinaMurrayHE, MAppSc CSSturt, MACS
Stow, E H, BSc GDipCompSc GDipLib Tas, MinTech CSSturt

Associate Lecturer
†Heazlewood, K J, BA Cant, GDipLib RiverinaMurrayHE

Administrative Officer
Wilks-Separovich, J V, BBus CSSturt

Professional Experience Officer
†Downie, B J

Secretary/Administrative Assistant
Reardon, E J, BBus Canberra

Office Assistant
Astrup, L C

School of Information Technology
Head of School
Moffatt, Associate Professor S C, BSc Syd, DipEd STC, MDistEd Deakin, BAppSc MitchellCAE,
MODLAA

Adjunct Senior Lecturer
Lee, S, BEng PhD Kwangwoon, MEng Hanyang

Professor
Bosomaier, T R J, BA Cantab, MSc PhD EAnglia,
MACM

Senior Lecturers
Antolovich, M, BSc PhD NSW
Lodge, K W, BSc Syd, MSc PhD NE
Tien, D D, BSc Heilungjiang, MSc ChineseScienceAcademy, MSc OhioState, PhD
Syd, MIEEE
Wilkins, K J, BSc MA NSW, MEd Syd

Lecturers
Chopping, E G, DipT STC, BA NE, GDipEdSt MitchellCAE
Curry, B J, BSc MA Syd, MCogSc NSW
Geyer, J A, DipEd MSc NE
Hammond, D A, MMath Wat, MIEEE
Nesbitt, K V, DipTechAnalysis ATAA, BMath
MComp Newcastle(NSW), DPhil Syd, MIEEE
Singh, P, BEng Nag, MEng MEngMgt TechnolSyd, MEng Wgong
Townsend, I T, MEd Lond, MSc NSW
Tulip, J R, BSc ANU, GDipCompSt CanberraCAE
Walker, J, BSc DipEd Syd, MACM
Witney, N W, BSc DipEd Monash, GDipComp BendigoCAE, MinfSys QLD
Wood, R J, MSc TechnolSyd, DipT MitchellCAE, BAppSc CSSturt

Associate Lecturer
Blackmore, K L, B InfoTech CSSturt

Programmer
†Thompson, J N, B InfoTech CSSturt

Administrative Assistant
Leeder, C E C

Secretary/Administrative Assistant
Jones, L

School of Science & Technology
Head of School
Robards, Professor K, BSc PhD NSW

Adjunct Senior Lecturer
Dare-Edwards, A J, BSc Brist, MSc Aberd, PhD ANU

Adjunct Lecturer
Wood, H, BSc PhD NSW

Professor
†Khan, S, BSc(Hons) UETLahore, MSc PhD Birm,
GCertAppScIT GDipGIS&RemoteSens CSSturt

Associate Professor
Louis, J P, BSc PhD NSW
### Senior Lecturers
- Haig, T J, BSc PhD *Newcastle(NSW)*
- Belliwell, S, DipAppChem *HobartTAFE*, PhD *Sask*
- Page, K J, DipEd MA *Syd*, PhD *Wgong*
- Prenzler, P D, BSc(Hons) PhD *OId*
- Watts, R J, BSc PhD *WAust*

**†** Denotes a member of staff employed part-time

### Lecturers
- Adamson, P L, BSc Syd, MSc Lond, MSc Manc
- Bedgood, D R, BSc *GeorgeMason*, PhD *MontanaState*
- Bishop, A G, BSc(Hons) PhD *MontanaState*
- Buckley, S R, DipTech BAppSc *TechnolSyd*, MLitSt *Old*
- Collins, M P, BSc(Hons) *WSyd*
- Cullis, K L, BSc Syd, GDipEd STC, MLitt NE
- Dehaan, R L, BSc(Hons) PhD *NSW*
- Hall, A, BSc MSc *Otago*, PhD *CSturt*
- Roshier, D A, PhD *CSturt*
- Sherren, K D, BES *Wat*
- Thomas, K A, BSc Syd, BappSc(Hons) DipEd *CSturt*
- Viera, F, MEngSc PhD *NSW*
- Wilson, A L, BAppSc PhD *CSturt*

### Associate Lecturers
- *†*Car, C A, BSc *Rhodes*
- Rumbachs, R M, BAppSc *CSturt*

### Research Fellow
- Jansen, A, BSc *OId*, PhD *JCU*

### Administrative Officers
- *†*Adams, C M A
- Thomson, R G

### Office Assistants
- *†*Hann, K J
- Macleod, J A

### School of Wine & Food Sciences
#### Head of School
- Harden, Associate Professor T J, DipTertEd NE, BSc PhD *OId*, MAppSc *WSyd*

### Professor
- Scoffary, G R, BEd MSc *Melb*, PhD *LaTrobe*, BAppSc *CSturt*

### Associate Professors
- Allen, M S, MSc PhD Manc, CChem
- *†*Bulleid, N C, BSc *UnivCollWales*, MW *InstMastWineLond*, MSc *S’ton*
- Steel, C C, BSc(Hons) *Cardiff*, PhD *Birm*

### Senior Lecturers
- Agboola, S O, BSc MSc *Ib*, PhD *Guelph*
- Blanchard, C L, BAppSc PhD *CSturt*
- Greer, D H, BSc(Hons) PhD *Otago*
- Zhao, J, BSc *TianjinInstLightInd*, MAppSc PhD *NSW*

### Lecturers
- Clark, A C, BSc(Hons) PhD *Melb*
- Delves, T R, BE Syd, MEngSc *NSW*
- Gray, J D, BSc PhD *Adel*
- Mandel, R M, BSc *Leth*, MSc PhD *CAlg*
- Meunier, M A, DNOE DAAViniculture-Oenologie *ENSAMontpellier*, BScAg MGc,
  GradCertUnivTeach&Learn *CSturt*
- Savocchia, S, BAgSc PhD *Adel*
- Schmidtke, L M, BAppSc MAppSc *Tas*
- Smith, J P
- Tesic, D, BSc MSc *Belgrade*, PhD *Massey*

### Associate Lecturers
- Blackman, J W, BAppSc TechnolSyd, BAppSc *CSturt*
- *†*Robinson, S D, BAgScic *Adel*

### Administration Officer
- Matthes, B J, BBus *CSturt*

### Technical Officers
- Bullock, J R, BAppSc *CSturt*
- Greer, L A, BSc(Hons) *Otago*
- Rouse, E J, BAppSc(EnvSc) *CSturt*

### Secretary/Administrative Assistants
- *†*Helliwell, K F
- *†*Mascini, P L

### Research Centres
#### Centre for Applied Philosophy & Professional Ethics
#### Director
- *†*Miller, Professor S R M, GDipJourn *Rhodes*, BA *ANU*, GDipEd *StateCollVic*, MA *Oxon*, PhD *Melb*

### Adjunct Professors
- Lomasky, L E, BA MA *MichState*, PhD *Conn*
- Ten, C L

### Adjunct Associate Professor
- Uniacke, S M, BA MA *LaTrobe*, PhD *Syd*

### Visiting Professor
- Moor, J H, BSc *OhioState*, MA *Chic*, PhD *Indiana*

### Visiting Fellow
- Cica, N, LLB *ANU*, MA *Lond*, PhD *Cantab*

### Professors
- Campbell, T D, MA PhD *Glas*
- *†*Kleinig, J I, BD *MCD*, MA *WAust*, PhD *ANU*

### Senior Research Fellow
- Cocking, D G, PhD *LaTrobe*
Research Fellows
Coleman, S M, BA Macq, PhD Monash
Horton, K J, BA Newcastle(UK), MPhil Lond
Rickard, M
Rooksby, E V, BA PhD Murd

Centre Manager
Cornwell, D R

Centre for Cultural Research into Risk
Deputy Directors
Jennett, C, PhD NSW, GradCertUnivTeach&Learn CSturt
Mitchell, M C, MSc Calg, MA(Hons) PhD Glas, CPsychol(UK)

Administrative Officer
†Gibson, J A, BA CSturt

Centre for Cultural Research into Risk
Deputy Directors
Jennett, C, PhD NSW, GradCertUnivTeach&Learn CSturt
Mitchell, M C, MSc Calg, MA(Hons) PhD Glas, CPsychol(UK)

Centre for Rural Social Research
Director
Alston, Professor M M, BSoCStud Syd, MLitt NE, PhD NSW, GDipCompApp RiverinaMurrayIHE, MAASW

Farrer Centre for Sustainable Food & Fibre Production
Director
Eberbach, P L, BAgSc LaTrobe, PhD Melb

Post Doctoral Research Fellow
Moroni, J S, BSc MSc PhD Alta

Senior Technical Officer
Broster, J C, BAppSc Adel

Technical Officers
Haig, T J, BAppSc GradDipInfoTech CSturt
Hildebrand, S M, BAppSc CSturt

Johnstone Centre, Research in Natural Resources & Society
Director
Klomp, Professor N I, BAppSc Curtin, BSc Murd, PhD Glas

Research Fellow
Jansen, A, BSc Qld, PhD JamesCook

Manager, Environmental Consulting Unit
Grabham, C, BAppSc CSturt

Senior Technical Officer
Asmus, M W, BAppSc CSturt

Technical Officers
†Herring, M W, BAppSc BAppSc CSturt
Thompson, L A, BAppSc CSturt

Secretary/Administrative Assistant
Wilson, L M

National Wine & Grape Industry Centre
Director
Scollary, Professor G R, BEd MSc Melb, PhD LaTrobe, BAppSc CSturt

Honorary Professorial Fellow
Kriedemann, P E, BAGrSc Qld, PhD Melb

Deputy Director
Hutton, R, BScAgr MScAgr Syd

Research Staff
Deegenaars, A
Holzapfel, B, DiplIngagr DrAgr Bonn
Rahman, L, BSc MScAgr B'desh, MSc, PhD Lond
Rogiers, S, BSc PhD Alta
†Weckert, M A, GDipEd HawthornIT, BAppSc PhD CSturt

Postdoctoral Research Fellows
Maury, C B, PhD Chem ENSAMontpellier
Smith, J P

Laboratory Manager
O’Connell, C, DipMedTech AustralianInst MedTech

Technical Officers
†Hatfield, J M
Smith, R J, BSc NE

Extension Officers
Quirk, L

Secretary
Helliwell, K

Administrative Support
Elliott, Y

Research into Professional Practice, Learning & Education
Director
Whiteford, Professor G E, BAppSc WAustIT, MHlthSc PhD SAust, MAAOT

Associate Directors
Bedgood, D R, BSc GeorgeMason, PhD MontanaState
Corbo Crehan, A E, PhD Melb
Letts, W J, BA BatesColl
Macklin, R B, BCom NSW, MCom(Hons) Wgong, PhD CSturt
Staff of the Divisions

Office of the Vice-Chancellor

Vice-Chancellor
Goulter, Professor I C, BE(Hons) Cant, MS PhD Ill

Director & University Secretary
Burdack, M G, BA BLegS(Hons) Macq

Emeritus Professors
Blake, C D, AM, BScAgr Syd, PhD Lond, FAIAS
Rothwell, B, BSc Lond, PhD Bath, CBiol, MBIol

Corporate Compliance and Legal Services

Team
Manager, Corporate Compliance & Legal Services
Warpurton, C M, BA LLB NSW, GradCertLegalPrac TechnoSyd

Manager, Complaints Resolution
Mertiris, A, BA Flin

University Solicitor
†Spring, G J, LLB Syd

Governance, Research and Policy Team

Manager, Research & Policy
Butt, L E, BSc(Hons) TechnoSyd, MBA CSTurt

Administrative Officer, Corporate Governance
Bieniek, E G

Stakeholder and Community Relations Team

Manager, Stakeholder & Community Relations
Stocks, N, BA CSTurt

Foundations Officer
†Taranpenning, M A

Alumni Relations Officer
Fawkes, M L

Corporate Communications and Media Team

Manager, Corporate Communications & Media
Friend, L J, BA Well

Media Officers
Frost, S M, BA CSTurt
Halloran, F L, BA MitchellCAE
Ward, W S, BScAg GDipAgEc NE, MA CSTurt

Administrative Services Team
Administrative Officer, Operations
Mooney, K J

Administrative Officers
Cleary, L M
Dwyer, G W
Noyes, M G
Price, K D

Deputy Vice-Chancellor, Academic
Office of the Deputy Vice-Chancellor, Academic

Deputy Vice-Chancellor, Academic
Chambers, Professor R C, BA PhD Syd

Executive Officer
...

Academic Secretariat

Academic Secretary
Drengenberg, N, BE(Hons) MSc PhD NSW, DipEd Syd

Manager, Academic Senate
†Bond, M E, BA Newcastle(NSW)

Academic Secretariat Officers
Davies, P L, BSc NE
Hicks, J C, BBusStud CSTurt
†Matthews, F M, BBus TechnoSyd
†Montgomery, H J, BAppSc Syd
Paton, I E, DipTeach TrinityCollLond
†Sharp, K L, BA RiverinaMurrayIHE
Winkley, Y

Indigenous Education Centre

Director
...

Learning Skills Advisor
...

Learning Skills Officer
Hill, B A, BA ANU, MA Deakin

Centre Administrator
...

Centre for Enhancing Learning & Teaching Design

Director
Tulloch, Associate Professor M I, BA Sus, MEd PhD NE

Manager, Educational Design & Teaching Design
Buckland, E M, DipTeach KelvinGroveCAE, BEd GDipTLib SAustCAE, MA SAust, AALIA, ARMA

† Denotes a member of staff employed part-time

Charles Sturt University
Educational Designers & Coordinators

Learning Media Laboratory
Buchan, J F, BSc DipEd Natal
†Cay, V B, ADipA BrisbaneCAE, BA Deakin,
GradCertEd Flin, AssocDegMultimedia CSTurt
Flynn, L A, MProfEd Deakin, BSocSc GradDipEd CSTurt

Educational Designers
Addinsall, M G, BA GDipEd CSTurt
Adlong, W P, BGenStud CSTurt
Crease, R R, BA CSTurt
Dunn, M, BSc ANU, GDipEd Canberra
Gill, L D, BEd CSTurt
Graf, P M G, BA MitchellCAE, MAcc CSTurt
Harris, J M, DipT BendigoCAE, BEd MEd CSTurt,
GradDipEd RiverinaMurrayIHE
†Johnson, D K, BEd BurwoodSC, MEd LaTrobe
McDonald, A P, BEd WAustCAE, GDipEd MAppSc
CSTurt
Mozer, M, BEd AvonColt, GDipL&Literacy SAust,
MA Deakin
Muldoon, N I, AssocDegVocEd&Train BAdvocEd
CSTurt
Murphy, R M, BA NE, GCertCBL Wgong
†Newell, C V, BBus NSWIT, GradDipEd CSTurt
Pfitzner, W E, DipEd BA Syd
Reiff, S P, BA Qld, MAdEd TechnolSyd
Sequeira, D, BA Bangalore, MEd PhD Baroda

Administrative Assistant
Reedy, D M

CSU Training
Manager
...

Administrative Assistant
Reid, L D

Deputy Vice-Chancellor, Administration
Office of Deputy Vice-Chancellor, Administration
Deputy Vice-Chancellor, Administration
Battersby, Professor D A, MHEd NSW, PhD Waik

Manager, Policing Partnerships
Carden, M E, BA MitchellCAE

Executive Officer
...

Pro-Vice-Chancellor, Research & Graduate Training
Pro-Vice-Chancellor
Burnett, Professor P C, DipAppPsych Flin, DipT
KelvinGroveCAE, MEdSt Qld, PhD Ohio

Manager, Research, Consultancy & Commercial
Wood-Meyer, K L, BA ANU

Graduate Studies Officer
Menzies, M L

Research Finance Officer
Mandel, V G

Graduate Scholarship Officer
Cooke, W R, BEc ANU

Programs and Information Officer
Welsh, K

Research Grants Officer
Bywater, E E, DipIT CanberraIT, GradCertPSMgt Flin

Archives & Art Collection
Director, Archives & Records
Boadle, D G, MLitt Cantab, MA(Hons) Syd

Archivist
†Logan, J C, GDipIM NSW, BA CSTurt

Art Curator
Middlemost, T A, BA GradDipArts ANU

Spatial Data Analysis Network
Manager
Fuller, G, DipEd BAppSc GDipGIS&RemoteSens CSTurt

Senior Systems Programmer
McKenzie, G L, BAppSc UCCQ, GradDip CQld,
MAppSc QldUT

Information Technology Officers
McDonald, S P, BSc CSTurt
Poynter, C N, BAppSc BAppSc(Hons) GradDipEd CSTurt

Research Support Officer
Gibbs, S R, BEc Syd
Head of Albury/Thurgoona Campus
Head of Campus
Whiteford, Professor G E, BAppSc WAustIT,
MHlthSc PhD SAust, MAAOT

Executive Assistant
Voll, J L

Albury Children’s Centre
Director
...

Assistant Director
...

Head of Bathurst Campus
Head of Campus
Meyenn, Professor R J, AdvDipEd MEd Brist, PhD Aston

Curator, Somerville Collection
Somerville, W E, BAEd Macq

Head of Dubbo Campus
Head of Campus
Battersby, Professor D A, MHEd NSW, PhD Waik

Dubbo Service Unit
Campus Operations Manager
Bell, H A, DipT SydneyCAE, MBus CSturt

Administrator/Learning Coordinator
Noonan, T L, BSc OregonState, GradDipEd CSturt

Learning & Teaching Coordinator
McKinney, S H, DipT Melb, DipBusStud VictoriaUT,
GradCertEd Tas

Administrative Assistant
Brain, J

Clinical Laboratory Assistant
†Podham, M L, RN GradCertAdvNurs
NSWCollNurs, DipAppSc BHSc CSturt

Laboratory Assistant, Scientific
†Cresswell, S M, RN

Clerical Officer
†Robertson, S V

Student Placements Officer
Greene, J J

Head of Wagga Wagga Campus
Head of Campus
Green, Professor D L, DesRCA RCA

CSU International
Director
Cochrane, R J, DipBusStud CaulfieldIT, CPA

Manager - International Development
Bowden, M E A, BA Griff, MIntCommDev Deakin

Director of Studies
Savage, S J, BA DipEd Macq, GDipTESL/TEFL
Toorak, MEd SAust

Coordinator, International Partnerships
Oke, K C, DipTeach RiverinaCAE

ESL Teachers
Anscombe, D E, DipT Kuring-gaiCAE, BEd CSturt
Ford, S, BA(Hons) Swansea, PGCE AveryHillColl,
GradDipAppLinguistics ANU, MAEd Wgong
Pledge, S E, DipTeach StateColl/Vic, GDIpInter-
EthnicStudies Melb
Saunders, J C, DipSpecialEd NepeanCAE, GDipEd Deakin
Urwin, T A, BA WAust, RSA/CTEFL RMIT
Win, N, MA Rangoon

Faculty Liaison Officers
Craig, K L
Esler, S L
Grainger, J M
Mitchell, J A, BTeach CSturt
Van Wel, F A

Partnership Liaison Officer
Cantone, D A, AssocDegVocEd&Train CSturt

Division of Facilities Management
Executive Director
Lennon, P M, BEng NSWIT, GradCertMgt WSyd,
BBus CSturt

Environmental & Energy Manager
Taylor, P A, DipEd TechTeachColl, BA MA Cantab,
BA RiverinaMurrayIHE

Secretary
Mutton, W E

Business Administration
Manager
Marshall, L R, ADipBus NSWTAFE, BBus CSturt, ASA

Operations
Director
Millar, W L

† Denotes a member of staff employed part-time
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Manager, Campus Services, Albury/Thurgoona
McDonald, D J

Manager, Campus Services, Bathurst/Dubbo
Gittoes, S J

Manager, Campus Services, Wagga Wagga
O’Meara, T P, BBus BSocSc CSturt

Planning & Design
Director
Pickering, B J, GradCertPSMgt Griff, MIntMgt NTerritory

Senior Architect
Nesakumar, C A, BSc MScArch Mor’wa, MDesSc Syd

Senior Planner
Tonkin, J R, BAppSc Canberra

Project Officer, Design Support
Crichton, G J

Procurement & Risk Management
Director
Hogan, K B, BEng TechnolSyd

Facilities OH&S Manager
Simpson, K B, BAppSc RiverinaMurrayIHE

Project Manager, Albury/Thurgoona
Vanegmond, A

Project Manager, Bathurst
Johnson, C G, ADipConstMgt CaulfieldIT

Project Manager, Wagga Wagga
Baker, P V

Division of Financial Services
Executive Director
Hackett, J F, FCIM, FCIS, PNA

Executive Assistant
Watt, K L

Department of Finance, Albury
Finance Managers, Budget
Flood, H V, AASA, CPA
Smith, S C, BBus CSturt, ASA

Purchasing/Residences Officer
Fairweather, P

Transport & Services Officer
Jackson, G G

Department of Finance, Bathurst
Finance Manager, Supply
Smith, M B, ADipEnvCont MitchellCAE

Department of Finance, Wagga Wagga
Financial Accountant
Comerford, A M, BBus CSturt, CPA

Management Accountant
Seaman, R W, ACIM, ACIS, PNA

Finance Manager, Systems
Wilson, G J, BBus CSturt

Finance Manager, Payables
Hamilton, W G

Finance Manager, Receivables
Gamble, T J, BBus CSturt

Travel Manager
Medaris, J M

Finance Officers
†Arneill, D L, BBus CSturt, CPA
Carroll, J E
Collins, B T
Mills, G A, BBus CSturt
Mumford, R J, GDipComp RiverinaMurrayIHE, ACA
Rushbrook, C A, BEc LaTrobe
Tout, D J, BBus RiverinaCAE
Waugh, J H, AdvCertHR SwinburneUT, BA LaTrobe

Payroll Manager
Kendall, D J, AssocLocalGovAdmin MitchellCAE

Remuneration Officer
Frost, C

Business & Risk Officer
Ryan, A M

Payroll Clerk
†Jones, N T

Salaries Officer
†Webber, K M

Travel Officers
Howard, S L
Levett, J S, AdvCertTrav&Tour NSWTAFE

Department of University Accountant
Director
Lindner, A K, BHA NSW, BBus RiverinaCAE, FCPA
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Department of Catering, Wagga
Catering Manager
Cooke, E E

Assistant Catering Managers
Elliott, R E
White, A J

Department of Residences & Catering, Administration
Director
Callander, A J, GDipMan CQld, MSc Sheffield, BBus CSturt, ACIA

Manager, Residential Operations
Bell, P J

Manager, Administration
Heffer, R V

Residential Operations Officer
Butler-McIntosh, K L, BBus CSturt

Department of Residences & Catering, Bathurst
Manager, Administrative Unit
Reinhold, A J, BA Canberra

Manager, Catering
Russell, B S

Manager, Residential Operations
Horner, V A, RN

Assistant Manager, Catering
Myler, J J

Residential Operations Officer
Kelly, J L

Department of Residences & Catering, Dubbo
Residential & Finance Officer
Faulkner, K C

Purchasing, Stores & Mail, Wagga Wagga
Finance Officer, Payables
Gilmore, C J

Purchasing Officer
Cooper, J F

Asset Control, Wagga Wagga
Assets Officer
Stien, J A, BBus(BusMgt) CSturt

Administrative Assistant
Inglis, I B

Transport, Wagga Wagga
Manager, Fleet Services
Smith, R S

University Winery
Vineyard Supervisor
Drechsler, B J

Winery Enterprise Administrator
Miles, S

University Farm
Farm Manager
Mellor, J E, BAgEcon NE

Division of Human Resources
Executive Director
Shaw, R L, GDipBusAdmin WAustIT, BBus RiverinaCAE, AFAHRI, CPA

Director, Employee Relations
Wilson, M J

Human Resources Officer, Employee Relations
Hall, J M, LLB NE, BBus CSturt

Albury Human Resources Office
Human Resources Administrator
Guthrie, D B, DipOH&S WodongaTAFE, BBus CSturt

Bathurst Human Resources Office
Director, HR Services (MIS)
Knight, M G, MMgt SQld, BBus MitchellCAE, AFAHRI

Manager, HR Client Services
Anderson, J M, AdvCertPersMgt WInstTAFE, BA MBus CSturt, MAHRI

Manager, HR Systems
Smee, A G, MACM

Coordinator, Recruitment
Young, R M, BA Paisley

Human Resources Officer, Environment, Health & Safety
Lombe, M A, ADipAppSc Cumb

Human Resources Administrator
van Gemert, L A

Wagga Wagga Human Resources Office
Director, HR Services (Recruitment)

Manager, HR Client Services
Earl, G A

† Denotes a member of staff employed part-time
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Manager, Environment, Health & Safety Systems  
Maxwell, P J, GDipAppSc CSTurt

Human Resources Officer, Environment, Health & Safety  
Barton, F A, BBus TechnolSyd

Human Resources Officer, Injury Management  
Combs, A S

Recruitment Officer  
†Lewis, T G, BAppSc WSyd

Human Resources Administrator  
McCurdy, J A  
St John, J P

Organisational Development  
Director  
Bounds, A C, BEd CanberraCAE, GDipPersMgt&IndustRel PhillipIT, MAHRI

Manager, General Staff Development  
Dawson, D M T, BA DipEd Tor

Manager, Academic Staff Development  
Bryant, H, BAppSc WaggaAgColl, GradDipEnvMgmt MEM CSTurt

Manager, Equal Opportunity  
McCormick, S A H, BA Macq, GDipCounsell AustCollAppPsych

Human Resources Officer, Organisational Development  
†Bell, J A, GDipEd NE

Indigenous Employment Coordinator  
Blinney, C C, BBus CSTurt

Human Resources Officers, General Staff Development  
Haniford, A, DipDevelDisab SAustCAE, GDipLib&InfoSc Tas  
Marr, N G, DipT ArmidaleCAE, MEd MEdAdmin NE, BVocEd&Train CSTurt

Division of Information Technology  
Executive Director  
Rebbechi, M D, DipCivilEng CaulfieldIT, BCE Melb

Director, IT Infrastructure  
Taylor, G B, ADipComp RiverinaCAE

Director, Client & Online Services  
Setton, P T, DipRelEd DipT StMaryColl, GradDipAppSc MInfoTech CSTurt, GDipEdSt MitchellCAE

Director, Management Information Systems  
Wiggins, L V, AACS

Administrative Assistant  
Russell, N E, BBus CSTurt

Administrative Computing Services Manager  
...

Project Managers  
Locke, R D, BBus CSTurt  
Roberts, J D

Senior Database Administrator  
Reeves, A J, BE Monash

Database Administrator  
Goopy, D M, BEd JamesCook

Senior Analyst Programmers  
Clemson, N A, BA Auck, GradDipInfoTech Technolsyd  
Cottee, D O, BAppSc CSTurt  
Graham, W T, BBus GradDipAppSc CSTurt

Analyst Programmers  
Boetto, R, AssocDipAppSc BAppSc CSTurt  
Dunstall, C N G, BInfoTech CSTurt  
Joshi, H, BE Nag, MInfTech ECowan  
Kauter, S K, BInfTech CSTurt  
Marr, W S, CertIVWorkplaceTrain&Assess  
NSWTAFE, DipTeach ArmidaleCAE, GDipComp ECowan  
Martin, D J, BInfoTech CSTurt  
O'Donnell, B C, BInfoTech CSTurt

Applications Programmers  
†Davis, G, BBus CSTurt  
Jenkins, J A  
Macpherson, R J, CertIVInfoTech WInstTAFE  
Patterson, C M

Client Services Manager  
Bedwell, D J, BE Wgong, GradCertElectCom CSTurt

Team Leader  
Harris, D L

Information Technology Support Officers  
Ahmad, S, BInfTech CSTurt  
Davy, S M, DipIT NSWTAFE  
James, V J  
Jonas, B C  
Parsons, N D  
Stephens, L
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### Training Officers
- Dixon, S E, CertWorkplaceTrain NSWAFE
- Laverty, P, CertIVAssess&WorkplaceTrain CertIIIIT NSWAFE
- Plunkett, D L
- †Williams, M L, CertIVAssess&WorkplaceTrain CertIVWorkplaceSafety NSWAFE

### Desktop Services
- **Manager**
  - Roberson, B M, ADipDP MitchellCAE
- **Team Leader**
  - Eyles, J P
  - Paton, R J, CertIVInfoTech NSWAFE
- **Desktop Services Officer**
  - Rosser, S I, BComp Monash
- **Senior IT Officer**
  - Burrow, A W, ADipBus NSWAFE

### IT Officers
- Briggs, M, BInfoTech CSTurt
- Drake, P F
- Dusselaar, A P
- Godschalk, J B
- Oliver, A P
- Scrivener, J K
- Shave, P R

### PC Consultant
- Pattinson, A P, BInfoTech CSTurt

### PC Support Officer
- Talan, I B

### AV Support Officer, Albury/Thurgoona
- Talan, A

### AV Support Officers, Bathurst
- Phillips, C
- Stephens, P

### AV Support Officers, Wagga Wagga
- Parker, J
- Price, L

### Learning Materials Centre
- **Director**
  - Klapdor, K M, BEc Syd
- **Deputy Director**
  - Griffin, D P, BBus CSTurt
- **Manager, Dispatch**
  - Patterson, R T

### Manager, Production
- McKeown, N E, GradCertMgt WSyd

### Video & Multimedia Producer
- Merkel, J F, BA MitchellCAE

### Coordinator, Online Services
- Shaw, P F, BEc Macq

### Coordinator, Online Publishing
- Piper-Nagy, S

### Coordinator, Production
- Harden, J

### Production Officer
- Murphy, J F

### Systems Officer
- Cochrane, M G, BInfoTech CSTurt

### Online Services
- **Manager, CSU Online**
  - Moloney, S M, BBus SwinburneUT
- **Team Leader**
  - Bristow, P T, AssocDipInfoTech BInfoTech CSTurt

### Analyst/Programmers
- Morton-Allen, M, BInfoTech CSTurt
- Pitcher, V M, BA Melb, DipEd GDipComp LaTrobe
- Walsh, M F, BEng RMIT

### Graphic Designer
- Coller, P E, BA GradDipEd CSTurt

### Web Programmers
- Benton, L P, BBus CSTurt
- Smith, K D
- Thomson, A, AssocDipInfoTech BInfoTech CSTurt

### Reprographics
- **Manager**
  - Cole, N A

### Systems & Infrastructure
- **Manager**
  - Ireland, D M, DipT Catholic College of Education, BAppSc CSTurt
- **Team Leaders**
  - Rayner, T C, BEng BSc NSW
  - Fromholtz, K M, AssocDipAppSc BInfoTech CSTurt

### Senior Systems & Infrastructure Officers
- Jeffries, S M, ADipEng FootscrayTAFE
- Short, L J, BInfoTech CSTurt

† Denotes a member of staff employed part-time
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Network Services Officer
Terry, T D

Systems & Infrastructure Officers
Beven, C J A, DipTeach SydneyCAE, GradDipAppSc MInfoTech CSturt
Brown, T G, BBus CSturt
Tolhurst, R S, BInfoTech CSturt
Weston, L P

Systems Programmers
Cain, B N
Fieldus, G D, BAppSc CSturt
Hay, R J
Jayatillake, R, BSc Mor’wa
McDonnell, D J L, BInfoTech CSturt

Senior Administrative Officers
Meekin-Sutherland, S M
Saxvik, B H

Systems & Infrastructure Officers
Anker, J A, DipIT NSWTAFE
Bennett, T L

Division of Library Services
Executive Director
Oakley, S D, BA GradDipMgt MMgt WAust, ALAA

Copyright Coordinator
Lewis, G A, LLB Macq, BEd Syd

Library Web Coordinator
Archer, T J, BAppComp Tas

Coordinator, Library Web Site
Hosie, B A, BInfoTech CSturt

Albury Library
Director
Macaulay, M L, BEd MelbourneStateColl, MInfoTech CSturt, AALIA

Manager, Client & Information Services
Fry, G M, BEng RMIT, GDipLIS Melb
Pearse, T M, BA GDipLIS QldUT

Manager, Collection Services
Valentine, M M, BA WilmingtonCollege, GradDipA CSturt

Librarian, Client Services
Whitaker, I R, BEd MelbourneCAE

Librarians, Information Services
†Bowman, P M M, BEd GDiplM Melb
†Ryder, J L, BA(Hons) LaTrobe, GDiplM RMIT

Bathurst Library
Director
Bishop, S A, BA NSW, GradDiplLibSc Kuring-gaiCAE

Manager, Client & Information Services
Sempell, R H, BA Kuring-gaiCAE, GDiplIM Melb

Manager, Collection Services
Evans, I G, BA DipEd NSW, GDipTLib Kuring-gaiCAE

Coordinator, Information Services
Smith, K M, BA Kuring-gaiCAE

Coordinator, Lending Services
Dissanayake, B G, MLIS Colombo, MSc Patrice Lumumba P.F.

Coordinator, Cataloguing
Khoo, H C, BSc(Hons) DipEd MSc Malaya, GradDiplA CSturt

Coordinator, Periodicals
Deans, N R, DipT Kuring-gaiCAE, BEd MEd CSturt
Gunasingam, M, BA Jaffna, PGDiplLib UCL, MA Lond, PhD Syd

Librarians, Information Services
Boland, D E, BSc NE, GDiplLib BallaratCAE
Terry, G S, BA CSturt

Librarians, Collection Services
Arrow, J M, GDipScTeacherLibrarianship ECowan, DipTeach MitchellCAE, MAppSc CSturt
Johnstone, M, BA Macq, GDipTLib SAust

Wagga Library
Director
Amery, K L, BA SwinburneUT, GDiplLibrarianship MelbourneCAE, MAppSc CSturt, AALIA

Manager, Client & Information Services
Ferguson, A, GDiplLib GordonIT, MA Aberd, ALA

Manager, Collection Services
Fitzpatrick, K L, BA BallaratCAE

Coordinator, Information Services
Law, E M, BA GradDipEd CSturt, AALIA

Coordinator, Lending Services
Murphy, J, ADiplLib BAAppSciRMIT, DipWellSt SunraysiaTAFE, BA Deakin
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Coordinator, Periodicals
Han-Hepworth, Y, BA Beijing, GDipAsianStud NE, MLib NSW

Coordinator, Remote Services
Tonkin, J L, BBus RMIT

Coordinator, Acquisitions
Sleeman, G S, FLAAA

Coordinator, Cataloguing
Henman, J E, BA CSturt

Librarian, Information Services
Jackson, K A V, BA CSturt

Librarians, Collection Services
Griffiths, C N, BA CSturt
Moloney, J V, BA DipEd GDipLib NSW

Librarian, Information Services
Pietsch, D A, BA NSW, GradDiplM-Lib Canberra

Division of Marketing & Communications
Executive Director
Ball, K J

Director
Ansell, S A J, HND Earling C.H.E., MBA CSturt

Secretary/Administrative Assistant
Michel, C M, BA Canberra

Community Education
Program Coordinator
Buete, L A

Program Administrator
Stroud, S M, DipFashionDesign Whitehouse
Tillman, L R, BBus SCross

Marketing Communications Manager

Senior Editor
Rayner, M A

Editor/Advertising
Benson, B J, BBehavSc Griff

Editor/Marketing Web Coordinator
Richardson, J M, BA ANU

Editor/Project Manager
Blaklock, B A, BMus(HonsPerf) BA Adel

Community & Corporate Relations Officer
Fish, S A, BA(Hons) CSturt

Dispatch Supervisor
Wilson, C E

Administrative Assistant
Stephens, H

Marketing Services Manager
Little, K A, BA GradDiplEd MitchellCAE, MBA CSturt

Market Analyst/Researcher
Lasky, G F J, BBus MBus CSturt

Manager, Contact Centre

Operations & Training Coordinator
Browning, K A, AdvCertTelecomm CertWorkplaceTrain DipCallCentreMgt WlnstTAFE

Team Leader, Contact Centre
Burgess, R, BBus CSturt

Team Leader, Student Recruitment
Skate, S M

Prospective Student Advisers
Chivers, J R, BBus CSturt
Everett, C E, BA CSturt
Finlay, C A, BBus CSturt
Legg, S E, DipT RiverinaCAE

Coordinator, Study Abroad & Exchange
Grundy, F M, DipTeach AustCath, BEd GradDiplPR Deakin

CSU PRINT Manager
Hope, P I

Graphic Designers
O’Neill, A G, DipGraphic Design SIT
Taylor, M A, BA CSturt

Division of Student Administration
Executive Director
Honey, G B, BBus RiverinaMurrayIHE, GradCertMgt CSturt

Projects Officer
Yensch, P J, DipProjMgt NE

Protocol Officer
Lander, K E, BA Deakin, GradCertTESOL CSturt

† Denotes a member of staff employed part-time
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Secretary/Administrative Assistant
Seymour, B E

Admissions Office
Manager
Chapman, S K, BCom NSW, GradDipSocSc NE

Senior Admissions Officers
†Dawe, M J, BMgt SCross
†Granger, M A

Admissions Officers
Armour, T L
Bourke, M L, BA CQld
Byrne, T L, DipTeach HawkesburyAgColl
Case, S J, BA CSturt
Collins, P C
Manton, L S, BA NE, BLitt(Hons) Deakin
Nickell, D

Albury Student Administration Office
Manager
Cleary, J T, BEd LaTrobe

Senior School Liaison Officer
McCormack, K M, BAPrEd GradCertMkt CSturt, BA MitchellCAE

School Liaison Officers
Bovey, M, DipTeach GradCertPR SQld
Colombera, C A
Costa, H V, BA Deakin
Hall, G M, BA ANU, GDipSecStud Canberra
Hindle, B J
Lee, S W, BA CSturt
Potter, M G, DipTeach BEd AvonColl, DipSocSc Matvey, GDipTESOL SAustCAE

Bathurst Student Administration Office
Manager
Gooley, D L

Senior School Liaison Officer
Quah, M J, DipT ChristchurchTC

HECS/Timetable/QA Officer
†Hogan, V M, AdvCertPersMgt NSWTAFE, BA CSturt

School Liaison Officers
Flood, B I
Kowalski, H M, BBus MitchellCAE
Munro, S L
†Pleming, K M, BBus MitchellCAE
Sugden, M A, BA CSturt
Thurling, S D
Toole, D R, AdvCertAcct OTEN
†Waddell, R G

Examinations Office
Manager
Brownlow, C D

Examinations Officer
Jones, E J, AdvCertPersMgt WinstTAFE

Wagga Wagga Student Administration Office
Manager
Hall, L M, BEd CSturt, ATEM

Senior Liaison Officer
Bellairs, M M

Liaison Officer
Rogers, N M

School Liaison Officers
Castle, P W
Chaplin, D R
Halbisch, R M
Jones, L F, BHos WSyd
Martin, S S, BA CSturt
Morton, C E
Parker, C J
Reberger, M A
Scully, R J, ADipHealthAdmin MitchellCAE
Tye, T M, BTeach CSturt
Ward, M J, BBus QldUT

Systems Office
Systems Manager
McDermott, I W, AssocDipInfoTech BInfoTech CSturt

Student Systems Officer
Parker, S M, BBus BBus(Hons) CSturt

System Support Officers
Armstrong, I A, ADipEng NSWTAFE, BBus CSturt
Pearce, C H, BAgEc NE

Division of Student Services
Director
Lawrence, B J, BA NE, GradDipPubPol Deakin, PGDipCnflctMgt Macq, GradCertMgt CSturt

Senior Program Coordinator
Worsfold, P W, DipT RiverinaCAE, GradCertDispResln CSturt

Director
Lawrence, B J, BA NE, GradDipPubPol Deakin, PGDipCnflctMgt Macq, GradCertMgt CSturt

Senior Program Coordinator
Worsfold, P W, DipT RiverinaCAE, GradCertDispResln CSturt
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**Senior Technology Coordinator**
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